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Abstract 

The Pleistocene stratigraphy of an area of 116 km2 in western 

Leicestershire was mapped largely by means of a hand-auger. The 

investigations revealed the following sequence: 

Flinty Gravel 

Chalky Till 

Pennine Till 

Cadeby Sand and Gravel 

Bosworth Clay 

Basal Till 

The vicinity of the sand and gravel workings at Cadeby was selected 

as the type site. 

The sub-drift surface of the area is dominated by the Hinckley 

valley, a major left bank tributary of the proto Soar. The Basal Till 

contains erratics of a predominantly, but not exclusively, northern 

provenance and ° betokens an"ice-advance prior "tö 'the ý'aäcümnlätioz of71the 

Bosworth Clay, an extensive glacio-lacustrine formation. This proglacial 

lake is regarded as part of Lake Harrison which was initiated on the 

retreat and stagnation of ice following the deposition of the Basal 

Till. A subsequent readvance of the ice led to the deposition of a 

large sandur over the lake deposits and subsequently a till sequence 

comprising both Pennine and Chalky Till varieties. Till macrofabric 

analysis supports an interpretation of much of the Pennine Till as a 

lodgement till but overlying 'banded tills' indicate the contemporaneous 

deposition of chalky material, possibly through melt-out from a 

compound ice sheet. 

This sequence of deposits is readily correlated with that de- 

scribed by Shotton in the Avon valley and has been matched with Rice's 

succession in the Leicester area. The entire sequence is regarded as 

the product of one Wolstonian stadial. Sands in the cores of Devensian 

involutions are probably the remnants of a once extensive sheet of 

aeolian material. 
Terry Douglas 1975 
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Preface 

In presenting this research it seemed logical to separate the 

description of the Pleistocene geology derived from field 

mapping from the interpretation and environmental reconstruc- 

tion which follows from it. Thus the first part of the work 

represents the factual basis on which the interpretation rests. 

Following a discussion of previous research, the outline 

of the present research and its methodology (chapter 1), Part 1 

consists of the reconstruction of the sub-drift surface 
(chapter 2) and then a. chapter for each of the major drift 

divisions (chapters 3,4 and 5). Acting as a link between 

Parts 1 and 2, chapter 6 begins by reinforcing; the rock- 

stratigraphic division of Part 1 by considering the type site 

at Cadeby where the full succession is developed. This leads 

to the bulk of the interpretation and correlation which 

extends the scope beyond west Leicestershire in a review of 

events within the Lake Harrison basin. The Postscript 

(chapter 9) briefly deals with related topics such as the 

dissection of the drift, 'periglaciation and the present 

geomorphology of the area. 

"A point system of chapter numbering has been used, thus 

each chapter has been broken down into a number of sections. 

The first digit of each point number refers to the chapter, 

the second to the section. For ease of cross-referencing, 

each page is headed (top left) with the appropriate point 

number. The text figures are similarly numbered according 

to the chapter and the order of figures within each chapter. 

All the maps and diagrams have been drawn by the author. 
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"Let us pitch our tents, even here in 

Bosworth Field". 

William Shakespeare, Richard III 
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Although the gravels at Hinckley received mention by Buck- 

land (1823), in his treatise on . 
'Geolog=ical Phenomena attest- 

ing the action of an Universal Deluge', the first geologist 

to attempt a systematic description of the Pleistocene 

succession was Deeloy (1886) whose work on the Trent basin 

made reference to "aqueous boulder clays" at Market Bosworth 

and in the surrounding area (Fig. 1.1). By this time the 

glacial hypothesis had been largely accepted: Crosskey had 

made several reports to the British Association recording 

erratic blocks at Hugglescote (1873), Market Bosworth and 

Carlton (1880) and Plant (1882) had documented the 'Vestiges 

of the Ice Age in Leicestershire'. 

The area was mapped for the Geological Survey by Fox- 

Strangrays, the memoir for the Atherstone sheet (155) being 

published in 1900, and that of the Leicestershire and South 

Derbyshire coalfield in 1907. Near Leicester, Fox-Strangways 

recorded three distinct boulder clays, the oldest of which 

contained "quartzite and pre-Carboniferous pebbles", a later 

boulder clay with Eastern material and the newest clay occur- 

ring along the valleys. This pattern of an older boulder clay 

or clays reflecting a northern or northwestern provenance and 

a stratigraphically higher deposit demonstrating an eastern 

provenance is a recurrent theme in all the major works on the 

geology of the East Midlands at the turn of the century (Table 

1.1, Deeley, 1886; Harrison, 1898; Fox-Strangways 1900,1907)" 

In western Leicestershire Fox-Strangways recognized that the 

thickest mass of boulder clay was in the neighbourhood of 

Market Bosworth where a borehole has indicated up to 30m (100ft) 

of drift. Intercalated with the clays he mapped several beds 

of sand and gravel differentiating between pebbly (i. e. ßunter 

pebbles) and chalky gravel in, the memoir., The Coventry Sheet 
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(169) was mapped by Eastwood *et al. (1923) and showed that the 

plug, of drift around Market T osworth was continued sout1war is 

and in fact thickened to a maximum of over 61m (200ft) south- 

east of Hinckley with the sub-drift surface well below stream 

level in many places. 

One of the more visionary pieces of work was that of 

Harrison (1898) : 

"The district mainly to the southwest of Charnwood in 

northwest Leicestershire and north Warwickshire.... 

was surrounded in such a way by ice dams-and high land. 

that a considerable lake was formed in northwest Leicest- 

ershire extending from Hinckley to Market Bosworth and 

Ashby-de-la-Zouch. " 

Harrison pointed to the loams of Hinckley as being direct 

evidence of this lake which he termed Lake Bosworth. The 

lake as he saw it was. impounded by three glaciers, the Arenig, 

Irish Sea and North Sea which were*in competition with each 

other in the Midlands. Furthermore, he recognised that no 

marine submergence was necessary and that some of the gravels 

described by Deeley could be the product of fluvioglacial 

deposition. In consideration of' the Lidland counties as a 

whole, Harrison felt that there was no proof of any. inter- 

glacial period and that the glacial deposits fell into one 

"continuous but not unvarying period-of cold, during which 

fluctuations of the ice front tools place. " This is in sharp 

contrast to Deeley's views (Table 1.1) which indicated three 

cold periods. Nevertheless Harrison did not attempt any 

synthesis and emphasised the lack of. continuity of the glacial 

beds. 

Harmer's map of 1928 which categorizes the erratics for 

the entire country rnther underestimates the western edge of 
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the chalky boulder clay which has been defined by Clayton 

(1953) as extendin almost to Uttoxeter and well up the Middle 

Trent. Wills (1937), working in the West Midlands discrimin- 

ated between a 'Pennine' spread of drift and a subsequent 

'Eastern' one, but he noted that "near'Hinekley and perhaps 

also at iiedworth, part of the older series consists of well- 

bedded, probably lacustrine deposits. " Much of these earlier 

workers' thinking can now be seen as false as a result of their 

failure to recognise that the Avon/Trent watershed has been 

radically displaced. The most significant development in the 

study of the Pleistocene of this region was Shotton's 1953 

paper which demonstrated that the sub-drift surface of much of 

the Midlands pointed to a very different topography than the 

present one. The major element of this sub-drift surface is 

the proto Soar valley, a gently sloping broad vale heading 

near Bredon Hill and Greatly increasing the area. of the ances- 

tral Trent catchment when compared with its present basin, The 

main England watershed between Avon and Trent passes across the 

middle reache's of this buried valley and thus a considerable 

thickness of drifts has been preserved in the. south Leicester- 

shire and Warwickshire region. 

part from the published drift maps of the Geological 

Survey, few detailed local mapping programmes had been under- 

taken until Shotton's work on the Pleistocene sequence exposed 

in the Avon valley (Shotton, 1953). Shotton identified con- 

siderable thicknesses of lake deposits which he established as 

being deposited in a vast proglacial lake part of which (the 

Market }3osworth arm) contained the brickearths of Harrison's 

Lake Bosworth. Such is the clarity of the geological record 

in the Avon valley that the section at Wolston was adopted as 

the type site for the. blolstonian stage of the British Quater- 
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nary (Shotton and West, 1969). To the northeast where the 

Soar has dissected the drifts of central Leicestershire 

(Pig 1.1), Rice (1963,1968) has mapped the sequence which 

shows only scant evidence of glacio-lacustrine material and 

correspondingly more indication of direct glacial deposition 

in the form of substantial thicknesses of tills. The tills 

were shown to display "a transition from materials of pre- 

dominantly northwestern origin to those of northeast deriva- 

tion. " Rice was able to match the Leicester succession with 

that in the Avon and contended that it was the product of one 

glacial stage, namely the Wolstonian. This opinion is at 

variance with the findi: gs of West and Donner (1956) who as- 

cribed the two tills discriminated-by'. their macrofabrics to 

two glacial stages. Similarly Posnansky (1960) in reviewing 

the Pleistocene succession of the Middle Trent valley speci- 

fied two major glaciations represented by the Pennine and 

Eastern drifts. 

The Pleistocene deposits of Charnwood Forest received 

attention by ßridger (1971), who reported a complex picture. 

Bridger found it difficult to correlate sections from one part 

of the Forest to another and the rapid lateral changes in 

lithology and the patchy nature of the drifts made mapping 

very difficult. Sections opened in Charnwood sorest when the 

Ml was being constructed were recorded by Poole (1964,1968) 

and although the two prominent till litholoies were present 

(i. e. Pennine and rastern types), they were regarded as the 

deposits of one major glacial stage. 
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From the foregoing section, it will be clear that most of the 

published work hits teen either rather ,, eiieral in nature or has 

considered limited areas where local successions have been 

based on intensive field mapping and have permitted a recon- 

struction of events during the Pleistocene. Examples of the 

latter approach include the works by Shotton (1953) and Rice 

(1963), both of which present maps of the drift successions 

which demonstrate a moderately high degree of lateral persist- 

ence of the beds. Once widespread evidence of lacustrine de- 

position has been established, the height relationships of the 

beds can assume regional importance (Shotton, 1953; Bishop, 

1958). No work has focussed on western Leicestershire although 

it was Harrison's recognition of brickearths here that led him 

to advocate 
"a 

glacial Lake Bosworth. 

Although the Leicester and Coventry successions have been 

correlated (Rice, 1963), the lithologies represented in the 

two areas are rather different. Between Leicester and Coventry 

there is clearly a transition between the lacustrine beds and 

the tills, and because Lake Harrison would only have been 

watertight with an ice block across the proto-Soar valley near 

Leicester, the oscillations of such an ice front at the northern 

edge of the proglacial lake may well have led to a rather com- 

plex distribution of sediments. In western Leicestershire, 

however, the Market Bosworth arm of Shotton's Lake Harrison 

(Shotton, '1953) was ponded in a left bank tributary of the 

proto Soar, the Hinckley valley, and although in its later 

stages the lake here may have been held up by ice to the north, 

its initial accumulation would have been against the rising 

slopes of the valley. The succession thus contained within 

the basin of the Market Bosworth arm was regarded as an 

appropriate study area in the decipherment of the Pleistocene 
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of western Leicestershire and in the reconstruction of the 

events which controlled the northern part of Lake Harrison. 

One of the principal aims of this thesis has been to 

present the Pleistocene stratigraphy of an area which has an 

undoubted glacio-1acustrine element but which is sufficiently 

close to the central Leicestershire study area of Rice to 

permit direct correlation. In this fashion it is hoped that 

the correlations between the Lake Harrison sequence and those 

areas which were outside the northern bounds of that lake will 

be strengthened and that a significant gap in the regional 

Pleistocene stratigraphy of the Midlands will be filled. 

Any such study can only be complete if it is based on an 

accurate description of the drift sequence in rock-strati- 

graphic terms. As has been suggested above, the Geological 

Survey mapping, even at the six-inch scale, is inadequate and 

a further outcome of this research has been the production of 

a more reliable geological map. Finally, the scope of this 

research is extended to a consideration of the geomorphology 

of western Leicestershire where most of the present landforms 

have been developed on the glacial beds. 

1.3 

The study area (Fig 1.2) was selected after an initial period 

of reconnaisance survey which was able to delimit roughly the 

extent of the lacustrine material and to establish the major 

drift lithologies which would form the rock-stratigraphic 

basis for the detailed mapping programme. The area is centred 

on Market Bosworth and includes the greater part of the Market 

Bosworth arm of Lake Harrison as outlined by Shotton (1953)" 

To the west it is bounded by the relatively drift free plain 

of the Anker valley; to the north by the Leicestershire coal- 
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Table 1.1 

Pleistocene Stratigraphy of the Middle Trent 

R . M. Deeley (1886 

Newer Pleistocene Epoch: 

Later Pennine Boulder Clay 

Interglacial River Gravel 

Middle Pleistocene Epochs 

Chalky Gravel 

Great Chalky Boulder Clay 

Melton Sand 

Older Pleistocene Epoch: 

Middle Pennine Boulder Clay 

Quartzose Sand 

Early Pennine Boulder Clay 

Pleistocene Stratipraphy of Leicester (Sheet 156) 

C. Fox-Strangways (1903) 

Valley Drift 

Great Chalky Boulder Clay (with 

intercalated beds of sand and gravel) 
Older Tioulder Clay (upper part) 
Quartzose Sand 

Older boulder Clay (lower part) 
Older Sand and Gravel (? ) 
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field and the rather patchy drifts of that area; to the east 

the higher ground of the Soar/Anker interfluve with a non- 

lacustrine sequence is included and to the south the study area 

is defined by the built-up areas of Nuneaton and Hinckley. 

The entire study area is floored by Keuper Marl, typically 

the soft red marls with frequent bands of skerry. This has 

made the identification of the drifts from bedrock a relatively 

simple matter for the only possible point of confusion is, 

between the reddish silts and clays of the lacustrine sequence 

and the marl, although'in practice this was not found to be a 

problem. Western Leicestershire south of Charnwood Forest and 

the coalfield presents a gently rolling rural landscape. The 

relative relief is only some 91m (300ft): the floodplain of' 

the River Sence near Sibson being*73m (240ft) and the uplands 

near flagworth'reaching 164m'(54oft). All the area is within 

the Trent basin but is split into two drainage elements by the 

watershed between the Soar and Anker (Fig 1.3). A large part 

of the-area-Is drained by the River Sence and the Sence Brook 

which head westwards into the Anker and thus via the Tame into 

the Trent. To the east of the watershed the Thurlaston Brook 

trends first to the south and then southeasterly to feed the 

Soar below Leicester. These streams have dissected the 'Older 

Drift' so that characteristically it is found as ,a substantial 

capping on the interfluves with bedrock exposed in the valley 

bottoms of the lower reaches of the°streams. This pattern 

has meant that many hillslopes display a fairly full succession 

of the drift formations. Of the 116 "lan2 of the study area, 

66 1; m2 (57v) were mapped as Pleistocene drift. 

In such a predominantly rural area with few major con- 

struction projects, sections are scarce and subsurface investi- 

gations are almost wholly dependent on the hand auger. The 
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major exception to this is at Cadeby where Tilcon have for the 

past few years been extracting sand and gravel from a pit and 

some Good sections have been opened (Douglas, 1974). For the 

most part however this research has been based on the informa- 

tion yielded by field mapping with a 1.25m Dutch hand auger 

and where deeper auger holes have been necessary, a similar 

extending auger has been used which has permitted depths up to 

5m below ground surface to be reached. The diameter of the 

corer is 6cm and enables samples of up to 0.51: x; to be collected. 

The auger samples are considerably disturbed and delicate 

bedding can rarely be detected as a result, nevertheless the 

tool proved efficient to use in the field and a total of well 

over one thousand aut-er holes were drilled giving a mean den- 

sity Of more than 20/km2. The field mapping made use of what 

temporary sections were available, the most useful being field 

drainage ditches. The borehole cover of the district is also 

scanty but several of the boreholes put down in connection with 

the exploration of the southern edge of the concealed coalfield 

at the end of'the nineteenth century have provided some data 

of interest, although the logs have not been preserved and the 

drifts were often undifferentiated. The geological map (t the 

end of this volume) is the product of the field mapping init- 

ially at a scale of 1: 10,260. The mapping; undertook to pro- 

vide the data for a rock-stratigraphic classification and so 

the divisions have distinctive lithological characteristics. 

It is felt that the boundaries between these types have been 

fixed fairly-accurately, in most instances to within ± 50m. 

Selected samples collected in the field either from 

sections or by auger were subjected to analysis in the labor- 

atory. Particle size analyses were performed to PS: 1477 using 

the pipette method and a mechanical sieve shaker. Carbonate 
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determinations made use of a Collins calcimeter. Till macro- 

fabric was studied at the Cadeby site. Individual pebbles were 

marked in the field using a template and reorientated in. the 

laboratory to determine the attitude of the a-axes. The three- 

dimensional statistics were obtained using the eigenvalue method. 

(Refer to the Appendix for a full discussion of the statistical 

techniques used and the computer program employed for the till 

fabric analysis. ) 

The data used for this research are largely those obtained 

during field mapping in 1973/4 and any explanations advanced 

depend on the reliability of that data. As many of the early 

workers on the Pleistocene recognized, the sequence of deposits 

is a very complex one and attempts to put these into a region- 

ally applicable chronology can now be seen to be at variance 

with the facts. (e. g. Deeley, 1886). Horton (1974) in des- 

cribing the Pleistocene of north Eirmingham based on motorway 

boreholes has pointed out that the beds are rarely persistent 

for any great length laterally, that lithological diversity is 

the norm and-that no simplistic explanations can be offered. 

In western Leicestershire, as in the Coventry region,. the 

widespread development of the gläcio-lacustrine beds has pro- 

vided an important stratigraphic datum and has given a meaning- 

ful altitud'inal relationship to much of the drift succession. 

This is not to say that the boundaries of the drift forma- 

tions are. isochronous but in the terms of the rock-strati- 

graphic classification they are real and remarkably persistent.. 

Harrison (1898) in a' consideration of the glaciation of the 

Midlands Counties noted that, "No exact divisions of the drift 

beds can be made out; indeed it is probable that no two sec- 

tions which are more than a few yards apart ever reveal exactly 

the same sequence. " It is the purpose of what follows in this 
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thesis to establish that in western Leicestershire at least, 

that is not the case. 
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A reconstruction of the sub-drift surface is an essential pre- 

liminary to the meaningful description and analysis of the 

drift succession. In geological terms it represents an uncon- 

formity which does not necessarily reflect the pre-glacial 

relief. However, apart from an important exception noted in 

2.2, the sub-drift surface may be regarded as a fair approxi- 

mation of the land surface at the start of the cold period 

during which the drifts were deposited, and that deposition 

onto that surface, rather than erosive modification of it, 

was the norm. This conclusion is reached via the following 

line of argument, namely that the gross morphology of the sub- 

drift surface describes an integrated system of drainage 

which fits with the evidence from outside the area (Shotton, 

1953; Rice, 1963). 

The bedrock surface is a combination of the sub-drift 

surface and the present day topography in those areas where 

the drift cover has been removed. The boundary between these 

two components is the outcrop of the sub-drift surface. It is 

this datum which has provided the majority of information 

used in the reconstruction of the surface (Fig 2.1). -Many of 

the hillslope auger traverses passed into bedrock and the 

interface with the drifts was fixed. Other subsurface inform- 

ation was obtained from borehole and well records. Where post- 

glacial stream incision has resulted in valleys with a narrow 

strip of bedrock exposed on the valley floor (e. g. the head- 

waters of the River Sence and Thurlaston Brook), it is a 

relatively simple matter to interpolate the sub-drift surface. 

however, whore stripping of' the drift. cover has been more 

extensive, as in the western part of the study area, and the 

amount of bedrock surface lowering is unknown, such reconstruc- 

tions are much more tentative although there is sufficient 
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information to establish the general pattern of the surface. 

Shotton (1953, Fig 11) presented a regional map showing 

the bedrock 'surface of the proto Soar system with-the Hinckley 

valley as a left bank. tributary of the broad, gently sloping 

proto'Soar. This valley 'upstream' from Hinckley underlies 

the study area. It heads at Shackerstone in the north where 

the bedrock col is marginally over 91m (300ft). To the north 

a valley, now occupied by the Mease, trends northwestwards 

into the lower Tame. Just 1km to the south of this col in 

Gopsal Park near the village of F3ilstone the lowest members 

of the drift succession have been proved over the Keuper Marl 

giving a level to the sub-drift surface of 88m (290ft). On 

the northern side of the col outside the study area, the 

Geological Survey has considerably over-represented the glacial 

drifts, but isolated patches confirm that the sub-drift surface 

between Appleby Magna and Snarestone is as low as 91m (300ft). 

These relationships indicate that'the original sub-drift col 

is unlikely to have been much higher than the present bedrock 

surface, say 95m (3 13ft) . 

The Hinckley valley is aligned from north-northwest to 

south-southeast, its floor shelving gently at a mean gradierit 

of 2.4m/km over the 131cm between its head and Stoke Golding, 

and then assuming a rather gentler gradient in its lower 

reaches above its confluence with the proto Soar. (The mean 

gradient of the proto Soar is of the order of 0.3m/km between 

Warwick and Leicester: Fig 2.2). The great drift thicknesses 

encountered near Hinckley make it difficult to plot its exact 

course, 1ut the to valleys probably merge in the vicinity of 

Sharnford where the height of the proto Soar is estimated at 

64m (210ft). A boring at Compass Fields Farm, Stoke Golding 

records It 1m (135ft) of drift and places the rock head at 66m 
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(215ft). Many of the well records and boreholes at Hinckley 

show similar thicknesses of drift, with the sub-drift surface 

below 76m (250ft) in most cases (Pickering, ' 1916). 

With such a sparse cover of deep borings it has been im- 

possible to pinpoint the axis of the lower part of the Hinckley 

valley. The sides of the valley are more readily reconstructed 

as surface observations have been able to establish the edge 

of the drift in many places where the contemporary drainage 

has cut across the trend of the preglacial relief. - Fig 2.1 

shows the generalised contours of the sub-drift surface. The 

eastern side of the Hinckley valley is punctuated by short 

tributaries whose gradient is considerably steeper than that 

of the main valley. The bedrock valley which parallels the 

upper part of the River Sence has a mean gradient in excess 

of Sm/km. 

A comparison of . Figs 1.4 and 2.1 shows that not only is 

the contemporary drainage of the study area radically differ- 

ent from that defined by the sub-drift surface, but also 

that present-slopes developed on the drift are often steeper 

than the preglacial surface of Keuper Marl. Figs 1.4 and 
1 

2.1 have been used to construct Fig 2.3 which indicates the 

thickness of the Pleistocene sequence now preserved. There 

is a continuous infill of drift along the length of the 

Hinckley valley with thicknesses exceeding 38nß (125ft) in the 

plug of drift at the southern margin of the study area near 

Dadlington. Elsewhere, the interfluves are picked out by 

greater drift thicknesses, and to the northwest the 'outlier' 

of Twycross and Wellsborough Hill stand out. At Wellsborough 

there is sufficient subsurface. information to establish the 

gradient of the western slopes of the sub-drift valley. (Fib; 

2.2). Over a stretch of 2 lan normal to the central axis of 
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the valley, a fall of 22m (72ft) is recorded (11m/km). 

Fox-Strangways (1900) recognised that the drift occupied 

a valley or`depression in the Keuper Marl, and that "from 

Market Bosworth southwards it sinks below the present level 

of drainage and appears to attain its. maximum thickness". 

Inasmuch as the reconstructed sub-drift surface reflects the 

preglacial relief, it may be concluded that the present land- 

forms of western Leicestershire owe much to the effects of 

the Pleistocene. 

2.2 

Although the foregoing presents a relatively straightforward 

picture of the sub-drift surface, there is one major anomaly 

worthy of separate mention. Fox-Strangways (1907) quotes an 

old boring at-Kingshill Spinney (383016) which was put down 

to investigate the southern edge of the concealed coalfield. 

On the manuscript six inch geological map the position of the 

borehole is marked and the following record is annotated: 

thickness 

ft (m) 
soil 41 

brickclay 93 28 

sand 72 

red marl 

Elsewhere however the record is given simply as boulder clay 

and. sands 126ft ' (38m) thick (Fox-Strangways, 1907), 'but the 

thickness here is only regarded as approximate. The log no 

longer exists, and without repeating the boring there seems 

little chance of verifying its authenticity. The borii. ý; was 

put down before 1881E whilst Fox-Strangways was mapping the 

sheet for the Geological Survey; it would seem likely 
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therefore that his record on the manuscript map would be an 

accurate one. Furthermore, other records of a similar date 

at Cowpasture, Market Bosworth and Bosworth Wharf are reliable 

in their description of the drift. 

The problem arises in reconciling the level of rock head 

recorded by this boring, about 53m (176ft), with any sub-drift 

surface which could be regarded as supporting an integrated 

drainage system (Figs 2.1,2.2). The bedrock floor of this 

channel or depression is 2ltm (80ft) below the minimum'level 

of the surface at this point. The depression must be a local- 

ised phenomenon with very steep bedrock sides. Only 500ni from 

the site of the boring, field mapping has revealed bedrock at 

the surface: this means that the depression would have a min- 

imum slope of 50m/kin, far steeper than would be expected for 

slopes developed on Keuper Marl. 

An extending auger was used to investigate the deposits 

nearer the surface in the vicinity of the borehole. A depth 

of 3.75m (12ft) was reached before slumping of the material 

beneath the water table made further progress impossible. 

The entire auger hole was in stoneless, bedded clays and silts 

which Fox-Strangways had described as brickearths. There were 

no possible grounds for confusion with the Keuper Marl. The 

borehole record indicates a bed of sand resting on the Keuper 

Marl; as sand could similarly not be confused with the red 

marls, it must be concluded that, rock head here is abnormally 

low and that a depression of undefined shape, but clearly 

limited by bedroci outcropping immediately to the west, 

truncates the sub-drift surface. 1'urther consideration of 

this problem is prov:, `. ded below (Chapter 6). 
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The lowest member of the drift succession in the study area 

is a till. Althoui h very thin in places, the bed is remarkably 

persistent and occurs over large areas as a, mask on the sub- 

drift surface of Keuper Marl (Fig 3.1) . This contact is not 

always a sharp one since a variable layer of reworked and 

weathered marl may interpose between the in situ marl and the 

Basal Till. Although the weathered layer may include fragments 

of skerry, few if any erratics are present and the contact 

between bedrock and till can therefore be identified fairly 

precisely even with an auger. 

Stone counts on the erratic pebbles contained within the 

till reveal that they have been derived from several sources. 

Carboniferous rocks figure prominently together with Bunter 

pebbles. Many samples of the till contain several fragments 

of coal; sandstones and grits are also represented in large 

numbers together with Reuper siltstones. Apart from three 

localities mentioned below, no 'eastern' (Jurassic or, Creta- 

ceous) erratics have been found, and the Basal Till is 

characteristically a till of the 'northern drift' type of 

Harrison (1877) or of 'Pennine Boulder Clay' type (Deeley, 

1886). 

No good sections are known to show the till within the 

study area, but some drainage ditches show its contact with 

the bedrock and enable its thickness to be measured. Where 

the till is thin, as is frequently the case, auger-holes have 

to be very closely spaced to detect it: indeed it was only 

after several months of field mapping that its widespread 

nature was appreciated. The following sites best illustrate 

the nature of the formation: 
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1. Sutton Wharf (SP 413994) 

A drainage ditch cut at the edge of a field to a depth of 

about 1.50m exposed the junction between drift and bedrock. 

The ditch sloped gently fromý102m (335ft) towards the Ashby- 

de-la-touch canal at 91m (300ft ), which was built on Keuper, 

Narl at this point. The sides of' the ditch showed that the 

Liasal Till was about 2m thick and rested on a fairly sharp 

contact of' undisturbed Keuper Marl. Some few metres downs- 

lope, beds of' skerry in the red marls showed-no disturbance 

at all. Above the till were brown storieless clays. The red- 

dish colouring of the till matrix indicated that it incorpor- 

ated a large proportion of. reconatituted. niarl.. . 

2. Stapleton Fields (SP 424991) 

Arguably the best section of basal Till in the study area is 

a bank section of one of the streams of the Sence lirook which 

heads westwards from Stapleton. - The till here is relatively 

thick (about 4m), and, is intermittently exposed along 50m of 

stream bank. The upper and lower contacts of the unit are 

poorly exposed, ýbut as at Sutton Wharf, the till is floored 

by heuper Marl and overlain by toneless clays. The till is 

completely unbedded, and packed with erratics. Coal fragments 

are pntrticularly numerous as are Hunter pebbles, Carboniferous 

and Keuper sandstones. " An auger-hole sunk to 2.25,1 upslope 

from the stream section showed that the junction with-the 

stoneless clays was not a very sharp one, clasts increasing 

in frequency through a depth of one metre between the complete- 

ly stoiieless clay and the fully developed till. 
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3. I3arwell' Fields Farm (SP 447989) 

30 

East of Stapleton the streams drain' eastwards towards the'Sbar. 

A few metres to the north of flarwell Fields Farm a spring 

issues from a sand horizon and flows over basal Till before 

reaching Neuner Marl. Augering on the surrounding slopes has 

detected at least 5m of till between the outcrop of the over- 

lying sand and bedrock. ' The matrix of the till is commonly 

rather darker (10YR 3/2) than that described above, and al- 

though the erratic suite is very similar, isolated flints and 

a piece of chalk have been recovered from samples. The till 

can be traced as a continuous bed into'the valley of the 

Thurlaston Brook, and northwestwards beyond Stapleton Ibrockey. 

it is consistently overlain by sends with a sharp, clean inter- 

face (see below 6,3). 

4. Market Flosworth (SK 404035) 

To the northwest of the'town a prominent sand and gravel scarp 

overlooks gently sloping land. A re-entrant into the scarp' 

is drained by a small stream which has been channelled in a 

ditch. ltecutting of this drainage ditch exposed Daaal'Till 

in a similar situation to that at Sutton Wharf. At'108m 

(355ft) a thin `layer of till, calculated at no more than 1.25m 

thick, forms the lowest member of the drift succession. The 

erratic suite'comprises numerous Carboniferous sandstones'and 

shales and Fºunter pebbles as well as a substantial` local com- 

ponent of' Keuper Marl inclusions and skerry. The fragments 

of marl can be detected by their red colouring as opposed to 

the characteristic reddish-brown matrix of the till. There is 

some evidence at this site of a limited reworking of the under- 

lying marl; there being-no trace of bedding immediately below 

the till contact, ' indeed the thin beds of grey clay"and"silt- 
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stone seem to be mixed with the red marl. This zone of dis- 

turbance is excluded from the mapped Basal Till unit: as no 

erratics are present. 

5. Barton in the Deans (SK 386059), 

At 110m (360ft) near Larch Spinney, 1km west of the village of 

Barton in the Beans, stoneleas clays mask a very thin band, of, 

till, no more than 1m thick, yet traceable over considerable 

distances in the same stratigraphic position. The till has 

the usual reddish-brown matrix (7.5Yf 4/2) and contains large 

amounts of coal although individual fragments rarely exceed 

icm iii length. 

6. Nailstone Gorse (SK 403074) 
P' n 

The headwater of the River Sence draining west. from Nailstone 

has cut through the drift exposing Keuper Marl in the valley 

bottom. Along the north-facing slopes of the valley an out- 

crop of pebbly sands and gravels forms a gentle scarp. Auger- 

ing through the edge of this bed, a till has been proved 

which can be followed along the valley sides and on the 

southern side of the interfluve between Nailstone and : 
Osbaston 

Hollow kF'it; 3.1) . This till rests on bedrock although one 

aul; er-hole encountered 20cm of_ sand at the interface. Un- 

like the other sites described here, the till contains large 

amounts of flint and chalk, and in many ways is typical, 

Chalky Boulder Clay. The matrix is variable in colour, from 

a grey-brown to a reddish-brown more consistent with the Dasal 

Till elHewhere. 'Non-Eastern' erratics are present and in 

some samples dominate where they are usually associated with 

a reddish-brown matrix. No exposures are known, in the area, 

so whereas the relationship, of. the till unit to other beds is 
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clear, the internal structure of the till types is far from 

certain for augering has shown that the pattern of matrix 

colouration and erratic content is a very complex one. (For 

evidence of correlation see below 11.2 and 6.2). 

Apart from these restricted occurrences where chalky 

material is evident, the Basal Till lithology is quite consis- 

tent. Particle size analyses were performed on samples of the 

matrix from four sites and the results are presented in Table 

3.1 and Pig 3.2. The Trask sorting coefficients of about 4 

confirm tue ill-sorted nature to be expected with a till, and 

differentiate tue (basal Till from the well-sorted lacustrine 

material which frequently overlies it. Confirmatory evidence 

of the till is provided by lots of boreholes at Stoke Golding 

and }linckley which figure red stony clays immediately above 

bedrock. Near Hinckley records indicate the till to be 1-10m 

(3-33ft) thick (Whitehead et al., 1923). 

3.2 

In the Geological Survey memoir of' the Atherstone Sheet, Fox- 

Strangways (1900, p38) rioted: "At Bosworth Wharf, Shenton, 

Stoke Golding, and further south a great part of the clay is 

free from stones, and is more of a character of a brickearth, 

containing sandy and loamy bands and a great profusion of the 

small. calcareous lumps known as 'race'. " Fox-Strangways' 

manuscript six inch maps describe several sections in brick- 

yards which are no lorit'"er open. ), is mapping of the brickearths 

grossly underestünates their distribution and much of that 

which is shown as boulder clay is in fact stoneless. It is 

probably no coincidence that those areas in which brickearths 

were recognised follow the railway line where exposures in 

cuttiflns would have provided subsurface information. 
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Similarly, Eastwood et x1. (1923) report brown laminated silts 

and clays in the Hinckley and Bedworth areos, but map them 

(Sheet 169) as boulder clays. 

The mapping unit of Bosworth Clay has been rigorously 

defined in terms of litholoey for the purpose of this research. 

The unit is clearly Clacio-lacustrine in origin; rafts of 

foreign material and dropstones might be expected to occur 

within it, but in order to avoid all possible confusion with 

glacial till, the Bosworth Clay mapped by augering can be re- 

garded as an almost totally stoneless deposit (Fie 3.1). The 

name of Bosworth Clay was adopted as a suitable local one which 

also recalls the Lake Bosworth of Harrison, subsequently re- 

fined by Shot ton (1953) and renamed Lake Harrison. It was 

Harrison (1898) who originally recognised 'loams' in the area, 

and was the first geologist to attribute a lacustrino origin 

to them. 

During the course of this survey, the Bosworth Clays were 

not exposed other than in restricted, temporary sections, con- 

sequently the mapping evidence derives largely from augering- 

and is supplemented by a few borehole records. The following 

sites give the best description of the formation: 

1. Iligham. on the Hill (SP 377957) 

The cutting of the abandoned railway line to the west of 

IIigham on the hill station exposes the lower edge of the 

IIosworth Clay resting on the Basal Till which in turn over- 

lies Keuper Marl.. (Fig 3.3A) The section is overgrown, but 

shallow augering into the'face adequately revealed the se- 

quence. The bedrock rises Gently to the west and intersects 

the upper edge of the cutting. This slope represents the 

western side of the 1! inckley sub-drift volley and is masked 
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with a band of till of variable thickness, but averaging, 2-3m. 

The clays above the till are smooth end plastic with no 

obvious signs of bedding. They are dark red-brown (7.5YIt 4/2) 

and show little indication of weathering below soil level. 

2. S. henton (SK 397000) 

To the south of the disused station at Shenton, where the 

railway cuts through the western slopes of Ambion Hill, the 

east wall of the cutting displays up to 10rn of brown p? astic 

clay. Isolated silty bands indicate that the bedding is 

approximately horizontal and undisturbed, but cleaned sections 

in the chocolate clays have failed to exhibit any lamination. 

No dropstones or any other inclusions were found and this 

exposure strikingly demonstrates the consistent texture and 

undoubted lacustrine origin of the deposit. 

3. Harper's Hill (SP 420984) 

The interfluve between the stream which rises at Stapleton 

and the Tweed River displays a minimum of 13m of chocolate 

clays with a small capping of sand. (Pic 3.313) Outcropping 

parallel to the contours of the ridge two beds of sand no more 

than 2m thick are interstratified with the clays. The sands 

are non-calcareous, orange in colour and well-sorted compris- 

ing grains up to the coarse sand size. These beds are 

laterally persistent and can be traced for at least 1km. 

They are also present on the slopes south of the Tweed liver 

at similar heights. 

4.1_0: ýýort1ý i, rlýort' (SJ% 
3920; 31 ) 

Fox-Strangways on the six inch manuscript map describes the 

section (now closed) in the brickyard at Bosworth Wharf as 
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"bricl; clay with patches of sand, concretions and a few 

pebbles. " The height of section was 5m. The concretions 

would almost certainly have been calcareous-(race), and are 

frequently found to be associated with the darker grey and 

brown upper parts of the Bosworth Clay where carbonate levels 

are high. The nearby Bosworth Wharf boring records 8.5m 

(27ft) of drift; the log showing 2m of clay,, sand and pebbles 

above 6.5m of brown clay on top of gypsiferous marls. 

5. ICineshill Spinney (SK 383016) 

Evidence for the greatest thickness of Bosworth Clay is pro- 

vided by the boring` at Kingshill Spinney discussed in 2.2, 

which records brickclay to 29m (97ft) below the surface (i. e. 

56m (183ft) O. D. ) Augering at this site with an extending 

bucket auger yielded the following: 

cm 

0 Soil with surface Bunter pebbles, flints and 
Carboniferous and Triassic sandstones. 

55 
red-brown smooth clay 

75 
red-brown clay with grey staining 

110 
red-brown silts with bands of brown clay 

150 
grey-brown clay with partings of red-brown 
silt and fine sand 

190 
largely silt with some clay, water level 
below 200cm. 

375' 

These deposits are similar to those recorded elsewhere and 

mapped as Bosworth Clay, but whereas laminations have been 

difficult to detect in most auger samples, (micro-) varve- 

like bedding is well shown below 1m50 in the I: ingshill auger- 

hole. Couplets of grey-brown and brown clay alternate with 

coarse silt ., anos; the average frequency of a couplet Leit g 

of the order of 5/cm. Inspection of the silty layers under 

a binocular microscope shows delicote current beddin;. 
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Laminations elsewhere in the T3osworth Clays are indicated 

both by varve-like changes in grain size Nand by partings 

between individual clay laminae which are commonly destroyed 

in a disturbed auger sample. 

The upper surface of the Bosworth Clay is fully discussed 

below (6-3), but it is frequently a transitional one as the 

fine , rained clays and silts grade into the overlying current 

bedded sands. Consequently, the boundary is difficult to fix 

precisely, but in general the transition zone from clay to 

sand is no more than 1-2m thick. ' The highest recorded occUr- 

rences of Bosworth Clay within the study area are near Barton 

in the Beans, 114m(375ft); Twycross, 119m (390ft); and 

Osbaston Hollow, 117m (385ft) which give an upper limit of 

lacustrine sedimentation in the Hinckley valley. The lowest 

point reached by the Bosworth Clay is in the Kingshill de- 

pression, 56m (183ft), giving a range of heights for the de- 

posit of over GOri (200ft), whilst the thickest record of 

Bosworth Clay penetrated by any of the boreholes is 35m (114ft) 

south of Stoke Golding, and the 29m (97ft) at Kingshill 

Spinney (1Pig 2.3). At Basin Bridge Farm (SP 395961), the 

following is recorded: 
thickness depth 

(ft) 
soil 1 
red clay 6 7 
dark red clay 5 12 
sand and gravel 6 18 
blue clay $f 26' 
dark red clay 8 341 
sand and gravel 71 42 
red clay 4 

sand 1 
. 
7iß 531 

soft red clay 211 75 
soft blue clay 32 107 
sort I)roir ri clay 8 115 
stii'f red clay 10 125 
Kcuper Ila rl 

Height of borehole: 106m 350ft approximately. 
Height of bedrock: 69m 

(225ft 3 
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Although minor beds of sand and gravel are recorded this is 

not regarded as being inconsistent with the interpretation of 

the top 35m (1 15ft. ) as Bosworth Clay, in view of the inter- 

stratified sands and gravels encountered in the formation at 

other locations. The 'stiff red clay' immediately above bed- 

rock may be the Basal Till. 

Prominent beds of sand within the Bosworth Clay have 

been recorded above (Site 3, Harper's Hill). Other patches 

of sand giving much lighter soils have been mapped. at Lodge 

Farm (SP 398989), Greenhill Farm (SP 407992) where the sands 

cap a gentle knoll, and less than 0.5km away sands are exposed 

in a canal cutting near The Poplars (SP 412987) at the same 

height. In the northern part of the study area, similar sandy 

knolls surrounded by stoneless clays and silts occur at Hill 

Farm Eilstone (SK 362053) and Sibson ?. Tolds (SK 369038). 

A comparison of rigs 2.1 and 3.1 demonstrates that the 

Bosworth Clay is banked up against the higher ground of the 

sub-drift surface which is frequently masked with a veneer of 

Basal Till. The clay thins towards the east and the north but 

the feather edge is rarely seen, having been removed, by erosion 

or buried by later deposits. The limit drawn on Fig 3.1 has 

been compiled from a consideration of the mapped extent of the 

clay, borehole evidence and interpolation between fixed points 

in sympathy with the sub-drift surface. It marks the eastern 

edge of the basin in which the Bosworth Clays accumulated. 

To the west, the formation can be seen to thin away from the 

axis of the Hinckley valley where it rests on rising : 3asal 

Till slopes at Twycross, Wellsboroug*h and Hipham on the Pill. 

''etween ti. cse more elevated Bitas erosion nlonp, " t;: e lines or 

the Anker and Sence Brook has degraded the western flank of 

the basin below the level of the sub-drift surface. 
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The Basal Till floors much of the basin and is seen as 

a rim encircling the inliers of bedrock which have been exposed 

south of Market l-losworth and Sutton Cheney, The Basal Till is 

not confined to the Bosworth Clay basin, and outside these 

limits it is directly overlain by sands-as at Darwell Fields 

Farm and Nailstone. Thus the Basal Till occupies a greater 

height range than the Dosworth Clay. 

Particle size analyses performed on samples of Bosworth 

Clay show high levels of sorting associated with a, bedded 

glacio-lacustrine sediment and confirm that there is a clear 

distinction in this regard from the underlying till (Table 

3.1, Fig 3.2). Silt and sand bands within the sequence are 

similarly well-sorted although clay is by far the dominant 

lithology. 
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Cadeby Sand and Gravel 
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This formation which is widely developed in western Leicester- 

shire has provided a ready source of sand and gravel. Many 

small sand pits can still be recognized, although even when 

Fox-Strangways was mapping the drift towards the end of the 

nineteenth century most of them had been closed. Over the last 

few years a major pit operated by Tilcon has been working the 

deposit at Cadeby and has thus provided the best sections in 

the region and the obvious local type site for the formation, 

(Fig 4.1). At the time of writing, a large site at Iºirkby 

Lodge linked to the pit at Cadeby is beginning to be worked. 

Previous authors have distinguished several beds of gravels 

and have differentiated them along with the remainder of the 

drifts on the basis of the provenance of the constituent 

clasts. The division has usually been drawn between drifts 

containing erratics of Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks, and those 

in which only pre-Jurassic rocks are prominent. On this basis 

it is possible to identify the gravel facios as either 'flinty' 

or 'pebbly' (Quartzose), the latter referring to Bunter pebbles. 

There are clear difficulties in applying these terms quantit- 

atively, for those beds which have often been described as 

'flinty' gravels may reveal a dominance of Bunter pebbles; 

the diagnostic feature being whether flints occur in signif- 

icant numbers. As the classification adopted here is a rock 

stratigraphic one, the Cadeby Sand and Gravel formation is 

defined as a nearly continuous horizon of sands and gravels; 

their composition is variable but in most cases it is the 

'pebbly' gravels of other workers. 

The working sand end gravel pit at Cadeby has been 

described by Louglas (1y7! ). It is located near the watcr- 

shed between the Soar and Anker basins and although the 

adjacent valleys are floored by Leuper Marl, a. considerable 
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thickness of drift has been preserved on the interfluves. 

The ribbon diagram (Fig 4.2) illustrates the main elements of 

the succession as they were exposed in the working face of 

the pit during the summer of 1974. The floor of the pit is 

at approximately 120in (395ft) at the foot of this face. The 

deposit was worked dry and pumps were used temporarily to 

lower the water table which is otherwise just above the floor 

of the pit, near the base of the sands. 

The lowest beds exposed are brown silts and fine sands. 

Layers of coal fragments pick out level-bedding. In some of 

the sandy layers minute cross stratification can be seen. 

These silts are followed by a well marked series of sands, 

each bed showing laminar cross stratification. The sands 

average 3m thick, are completely free from any inclusions of 

till or other heterogeneous materials and grade upwards into 

gravels which show cross bedding but are in places poorly 

bedded and ill-sorted. The Cacleby sands are not bounded by 

any erosional discontinuities, but are so consistently over- 

lain by gravels that there is a strong case for sub-dividing 

the formation into two parts. 

Measurements made on the direction of dip of foreset 

laminae in beds of sand at Cadeby indicate that the palaeo- 

currents responsible for their deposition came from an easter- 

ly direction. This is consonant with the local slope of the 

eastern limb of the Hinckley valley which probably controlled 

the flow direction of the outwash streams responsible for the 

deposition of the. Cadeby Sand, (Fig 4.2, inset). Sand samples 

from individual foreset wedges may have different mean grain 

sizes, but are ; erern. ily well-: sorted with Trrsk sortir.,, co- 

efficients below 0.5. Isolated lenses of gravel appear within 

the sand sequence, particularly near the top which is 
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characterised by an increase in mean grain size and a corres- 

ponding decrease in sorting. 

The Cadeby Gravel is 2-4m thick throughout the pit and 

is overlain by till where the gravel has not been truncated 

by the present ground surface. The pit faces afforded an ex- 

cellent opportunity to sample the gravels at different horizons 

to detect any change in composition which might in turn be 

linked with the supply characteristics of the fluvioglacial 

environment., No such consistent change was observed. The 

aggregate of these stone counts is presented in Table 4.1, 

which shows that the Eunter Pebbles and Trinssic sandstone 

components dominate. 'Eastern' material is present in small 

amounts and is represented by flints, oolite, ironstone and. 

Liassic limestones. 

TABLE L1 

Stone Count, Cadeby Gravels 

Rock Type Percentage 

Carboniferous 
limestone and sandstone 

Bunter Pebbles 

Triassic Sandstone 

Jurassic and Cretaceous 

Others 

Total count = 1082 stones 

34 

7 

1 

In certain places within the pit the gravels have been 

cemented into a conclomerate 

distribution of the calcrete 

overlying; outcrops of Chalky 

have percolated redepositing 

interstices of the subjacent 

(P1. ltf, 't, Fin T}' eprni 

with a calcareous cement. The 

shows a" close relationship with 

Till throu, ' h which water would 

the calcium carbonate in the 

beds of the Cadeby Gravel 

cý, nted1 cnn he very ]. err'e, 

6 

52 
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up to 4m thick and several tens of m2 in surface area. Apart 

from the hazard they represent to quarrying operations, they 

may exert an important morphological control being much more 

resistant than the unconsolidated sands and gravels. 

As displayed in the pit faces the sands and gravels are 

largely horizontal and the bedding is undisturbed apart from 

one major structure in the northwest corner of the pit (Fig L. 2). 

The gravels here have been downwarped towards the north. The 

northern limb of the structure plunges towards the, floor of 

the pit and ,a considerable thickness of till is preserved 

above it. The downwarped limb makes an angle of at least 25 ° 

with the horizontal. Surprisingly little disturbance has 

taken place at the 'hinge' of the structure which is quite 

sharp. It is clear that the deformation is post-depositional 

from the angles -oP the crossbeds -preserved on the downturned limb. 

The mechanical aspects of this example of glacio-tectonics 

cannot be identified properly without fuller exposure of tho 

structure. Simple collapse of the overlying deposits as a 

result of the melting of buried ice may have been expected to 

have produced a more complex and chaotic, structure. The axis 

of the downwarping trends west-east and mif^ht relate to 

folding as the result of pressure exerted by ice moving 

from a northerly direction; a situation which obtains in 

south Leicestershire (see below, 8.1). 

By the summer of'1975 most of the sand and gravel 

immediately north and south of Naneby Farm (SIK 434026) had 

been worked out and the bulk of the extracting operations were 

removed to Kirkby Lodge. Lengthy conveyor belts linked this 

site to the plant at CaC eby. . 'etsyeen a, ýd The 

Becks an extensive flat at 125m (41oft) is edged 'by tiie steeper 

slopes of the Cadeby Sand and Gravel scarp. The sequence as 
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displayed in the first sections opened, closely parallels 

that at Cadeby but a thin band of till, no more than 1m thick, 

appears near the base of the sands, lt would be difficult to 

interpret this as Basal Till for although there would be no 

objections on lithological grounds, in those areas outside the 

limits of the Bosworth Clays a break in sedimentation occurred 

between the deposition of the Basal Till and the Cadeby Sand 

and Gravel (see below, 7.1). This is the only observed 

occurrence within the study area of a till lens in. the fluvio- 

glacial sequence. The erratics in the till are of similar 

provenance to those in the sands and gravels which in turn are 

closely comparable with those recorded in Table 4.1. 

There is enough evidence to support the view that the 

edge of the sands is warped dozmslope near Fox Covert (SIC 

441oI6). The till layer parallels the bedding in the sands 

and is similarly warped. It is estimated that this 'cambering' 

may bring the base of the sands as much as 5m (16ft) below the 

undisturbed level of this horizon. 

4.2 

The pits near Cadeby being the only operative ones in the 

study area, most of the mapping of the Cadeby, Sand and Gravel 

has relied-on augering.. Several old sandpits can be detected 

in the landscape. On the six inch neology map of Market 

Bosworth (1901) no fewer than 15 old pits are recorded (a 

density in excess of 1/km2}. most of them were shallow 

workings which supplied the needs of individual farms. In 

many such pits it is still possible to assess the facies of 

t, ie gravel :: 1r, 'f'linty' or ', )eb. uly'. 

In similar fashion to other formations higher in the 

drift sequence, the Cadeby Sand and Gravel frequently out- 
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crops on the upper slopes of the valleys which have dissected 

the drift. Characteristically too, the formation is underlain 

and capped by clays, and its greater resistance to erosion has 

resulted in steeper slopes along many of the valleys in the 

northern and eastern part of the study area. The River Sence 

between Osbaston Hollow and F3agworth shows such a 'scarp' 

well, its development being more pronounced on the north- 

facing slopes than those facing south. The ridge on which 

Market Bosworth stands is flanked by outcrops of the Cadeby 

Sand and Gravel which form the steeper slopes above 110m 

(360ft) (Plate 4). Whitehead et al. (1923) recognized this 

relationship further south: "Around Hinckley the junction of 

the red sands, loans and clays of the Upper Boulder Clay 

Series with the brown silt of the Lower Boulder Clay is 

frequently marked by a sharp rise in, the ground, as well 

as by a total chance in the character and colour of' the soil. ' 

(p. 110). 

The contact between the sands and the Bosworth Clay is 

commonly associated with a spring line often picked out on 

aerial photographs as vegetational flushes w4ich are-useful 

in corroborating the augering evidence. The spring at 

Icichard's Well on the site of the Battle of Bosworth is one 

such example. Ambion Hill (c1: 403002) is set aside from the 

main outcrop of sand and gravel at Sutton Cheney as a small 

outlier.. The slopes on its northern side are quite steep (80) 

and there are signs of slumping of the sands over the stone- 

less clays. A considerable veneer of sandy 'wash' often 

masks the clays downslope from the sand and gravel outcrops. 

Can numerous occasions it was necessary to u.,:. e an exten ding 

auger to reach deposits unaffected by this 'wash'. 

At Sutton Cheney there is evidence to suspect that the 
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Cadeby Sand and Gravel may be downwarped towards the valley 

and that its mapped lower limit may be below its corresponding 

position near the centre of the interfluve.. A borehole near 

the centre of the village records the base of the sand and 

gravel at 108m (355ft), whereas its outcrop on the adjacent 

slopes is rather lower: 104m (340ft) to the southeast at 

SK 420001. 

Field mapping then, has been supplemented with a certain 

amount of morphological evidence to reconstruct the Cadeby 

Sand and Gravel outcrop. Apart from those areas, extensive 

in the west and restricted to valley floors in the cast, 

where the underlying Bosworth Clay, Basal Till or bedrock 

has been exposed, the sand and gravel horizon describes a 

sheet of material which at one stage covered virtually all 

the study area. One diagnostic feature of the formation is 

the 'coarse-up' arrangement, with fine sands overlying the 

Bosworth, Clays and coarse gravels at the top of the sequence. 

At Nailstone Gorse there is a thick Eprea. d of gravels 

edged to the, north by steeper slopes and capped with till 

which is exposed on the crest of the interfluve. Following 

the edge of the sands westwards into the small re-entrant at 

The Fish Pond (sic 401070), the junction with the Keupor Plarl 

(there is no Basal Ti11 at this point) is marked by a spring 

at 117m (385ft). The sand is reddish-brown in colour and is 

well sorted. The overlying gravel is flinty with flints 

comprising rather more than 15% of the clasts and is very 

difficult to auger into. The same outcrop can be traced to 

Barton in the Beans where it oversteps the edge of the 

I3oswortii Clays and forris ra bold but rounded hialocl: 1_, r. ̂ tediately 

to the-west of that village. The point of establishing the 

4 

.I 

continuity'of this section'of the Cadoby Sand and Gravel 
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between Nailstone and Barton in the Deans is to show that 

facies chaxic"es can be identified on a local scale for the 

gravels capping the hillock at Barton in the Beans show very 

few flints and are more consistent with the composition of 

the Cadeby Sand and Gravel at the Cadeby pit (Table 4.1). 

The lower limit of the sand and gravel along this outcrop 

shows no sharp discontinuities, rather a gentle decline in 

elevation in a westerly direction. 

Further west, away from the ridge of higher ground along 

the Soar/Anker watershed, there are important outliers of 

Cadeby Sand and Gravel at Twycross, Wellsborougli, Ambion 

Hill and IIigham on the Hill, (Fig 4.1). At Wellsborouch the 

capping of fluvioglacial material is no Hora than 5m (16ft) 

thick, thus the Ca. deby Sand is exposed at the surface and the 

gravels have been largely removed. The nearby Hoo Hills have 

similar small cappin ,s of sand, althouf; h here, nearer the 

centre of the Bosworth Clay basin, the horizon is much lower 

at 101+m (340ft) than at the western edge of the Wellsborough 

outcrop where it reaches 114m (375ft). The full implications 

of this height variability of the Cacleby Sand/Boswort"h Clay 

interface are discussed below (6.4). 

The area between Newbold Verdon and Kirkby Mallory is a 

flat-topped plateau over 122m (400ft) in height. A patch of 

till covers the sands at ßrascote, but elsewhere the snails 

are very sandy with numerous Bunter pebbles and augering; has 

confirmed the continuation of the Cadeby Sand and Gravel into 

the Soar basin. At-several locations on the flanks of the 

upper Thurlaston Brook valley, the sands can be observed 

restinG directly on a surface of Iýeuper I-, arl, and at only one 

point was Basal Till suspected. At ICirkby Moats (Sx 452017) 

the gravels were worked until fairly recently, but the pit lins 
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been flooded and tipped leaving no good sections. The facies 

of the gravel in this eastern area is certainly pebbly, 

flints being very scarce. 

From the evidence presented above, it is contended that 

the Cadeby Sand and Gravel represents part of a once almost 

continuous sheet of fluvioglacial material interstratified 

with the other drifts. The continuity of the formation 

within the study area and its demonstrable continuation 

outside it (see below, 7.1), make it a particularly valuable 

marker horizon as aplane of reference to which other drifts 

may be referred as either inferior or superior; thus its 

identification is the key to regional correlation. 
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The previous chapters have described the lower members of the 

Pleistocene succession in western Leicestershire, distinguishing 

a Basal Till and Bosworth Clays which are followed by the 

extensive Cadeby Sand and Gravel horizon. Above the gravels 

the sequence reverts once more to clays: the Pennine and 

Chalky Tills. Although the two till litholoCies are readily 

differentiated in the field, mapping them as separate formations 

was found to be problematic as the relationship between them 

is often a very complex and intricate one. However, Fig 5.1 

indicates those areas where each type is dominant and includes 

the Flinty Gravels described at the end of this chapter. 

Fox Strangways (1900) recognised several spreads of 

boulder clay. Much of this material has been interpreted here 

as Bosworth Clay, but undoubted tills cap the higher ground of 

the watershed area between the Soar and Anker. lie observed 

that: "the clay principally consists of local materials : Mixed 

with well-rounded quartzite and other pebbles; and generally 

contains, but not always, some fragments derived from the 

Jurassic rocks and Chalk, the latter being in many places so 

numerous as to form a regular Chalky Boulder Clay. " Whitehead 

et al. (1923) demonstrate that the major sand and gravel beds 

in the vicinity of Hinckley are followed by a brown boulder 

clay with flints, fragments of chalk, pebbles of Jurassic 

limestone and derived fossils, but made no mention of a 'non- 

Eastern' till in the upper part of the succession. 

The study area lies rzear the western edge of the Chalky 

Boulder Clay outcrop as outlines by most workers (IIarner, 1928; 

Clayton, 1953; Perrin et al. 1973), yet it is once again this 

disparity between Eastern and non-Eastern drifts which is the 

most meaningful one in any attempted subdivision of the tills 

which Pestd"-itc the Ccdeby anct Znd gravel, even thotl*^h, rº. r, i7+. 11 
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be argued liter, the distinction has 1d to sonne nisinterpre- 

totions of the glacial history. 

5.2 

The formation which normally rests conformably on the C. 'Ldc, )Y 

Gravel is a till with a reddish-brown matrix, similar in 

characteristics to the Basal Till, but occupying a much higher 

stratif; raphical position, and better exposed by dissection. 

Following Deeley (1886), it has been given the name Pennine 

Till. 

Tust of Wattun in the isenns, at,,, to into the nlril cau 

defined to the north by the steeper Slopes of the cn(jeby ý. rjncl 

and Grave] outcrop several stcmnlis of this till gart, ohts,. invd. 

The matrix is rather browner than thtit sometts'ie round with 

the Basal Till and packed with numerous erratics which coº: ict 

Z. ave been derived frow solid outcrops in the north, rº: icl wc'i; t 

(Carboniferous and Triassic). The till is quite thick rºesir 

the platca. u surTni_t, the unnderlyinp :,: tºc s mid ; ravels rar' ly 

outcroppin: at the surface. rntclies of the till cnhpin,! 

showed a similar ndwixture of chalky material to the outcrop 

of Itesnl T111 at ". ailstone Gorse ('1.1 ), rrrýcl further ent, 

Chalky T111 is the dominant till member above the top o1' the 

gravels. On the slopes either side of the road , 
joininf; the 

village and colliery of Nailstone the full sequence of -. ravel, 

I`ennine Till and Chalky Till is developed. The Chalk) Till is 

very o:: tcusive and incorporates several fra eats, of 0011 te, 

mnrlstonne and Lias limestones in a grey matrix which varies, in 

True fron. a blue_r-rey to 1irown-grey, south of? ". -i lstone col l- c"ry 

the Chalky Till reaches tn ]cvcl cf- ISQm. (L-93ft), but th3 ns- 

eastwards against the rising bedrock surface (1'ij 2.1 ). 

(': 1 the g582.1km soutlsen t of 1'nrlc. tmin n well recc'rcº 
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showed 12m (h0ft) of Chalky Till. The boring was at 139rn 

(456f t) and was entirely in Chalky Till. Thiswreprgser_ts. part 

of a large sheet of till which stretches from near Bagirorth to 

Osbaston, Cadeby and Market Bosworth. Characteristically, 'the 

upper parts of this till sheet comprise Chalky Till and the 

lower Pennine Till. This pattern has resulted in the Chalky 

Till appearing at the surface over most of the area where its 

presence is indicated by plentiful flints in the'topsoil and 

can be confirmed by augering. Pennine Till outcrops to the 

east of Garland Lane rarm (sx443065), but is overlapped west- 

wards by Chalky Till and Flinty Gravel. At Cow Pastures 

(SK 414038)1-an old boring recorded, 12m (40ft) of boulder 

clay, the uppermost part of which is Chalky Till. The same 

outcrop of Chalky Till can be traced around the slopes at 

Market Bosworth, but Pennine Till was recorded to a depth of 

3m in an auger hole in Doswortll Pari; only 5m away from a 

similar hole in good Chalky Till. 

To the south of Market rosworth the postglacial stream 

incision has totally removed the drift cover over a wide area 

but a fairly full succession is exposed as the ground rises 

towards Sutton Cheney. Opposite the Greyhound Inn (sic 4'1900$) 

deeper auger holes frequently showed the interdigitation of 

both Pennine and Chalky Tills with little mixing or reworking 

of the till types as the matrix colourings were quite distinct 

with sharp junctions between the two types-. Bands of Chalky 

Till no more than 10cm thick were interleaved'with the Pennine 

Till which had been mapped on the lower slopes to the south and 

north. On the lane between Sutton Cheney and Sutton Wharf the 

sand and gravel outcrop below the Pennine Till appears to be 

missing. At this point and near the vicarnee at Sutton Cheney 

the tills extend well below the level of the Cadeby Sand and 
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rest unconformably on the Dosworth Clays. A similar tongue of 

till cuts across the sands at SK 412009. It is entirely coin- 

posed of Chalky Till, the red Pennine Till being locally absent. 

Local unconformities exist elseilhere at this point in the 

succession. At Stoke Golding, the Cadeby Gravel is followed 

by the Pennine and Chalky Tills, but near Dadlington the tills 

are found to rest on Bosworth Clays at relatively lower heights. 

Closely spaced augerine around Dadlington has revealed the 

pattern of this apparent 'overstep' of the tills onto succes- 

sively younger beds. The plane at the base of the Pennine Till 

truncates the Cadeby Sand immediately to the south of Dadling- 

ton village at a height of 104m (340ft). From the point at 

which the Ashby Canal is carried over the Tweed river 

(SP 411985) to the Manor House (SP 405980), the shortened 

sequence with the sands and gravels missing is displayed. On 

the valley floor alluvium overlies both clays and silts of the 

I3osworth Clay. The stoneless clays are followed at 91m (300ft) 

by Pennine Till with bands of chalky material within it and the 

Chalky Till becomes c1ominant near the crest of the hill which 

is capped by flinty sands and gravels. Thus not only is an 

unexpected thickness of till preserved here, but its lowest 

point is at least 15m (50ft) below the height at which the 

horizon is found immediately to the south where it rests con- 

formably on the Cadeby Sand and Gravel. To the east at 

Stapleton, Chalky Till is found on the highest point of the 

interfluve (SL 436987) where angering has shown that it rests 

on gravels. The same till sheet is found much lower down the 

slopes near Elms Farm (SP'1129989) and the Bradshaws (SP 427981) 

where it appears to lie in a shallow trench wich has t ccna cut 

through the sands. and stoneless clays. Isolated patches of' 

till at Stapleton Wood (sic 430002} and Iiangmans (Tall 
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(SP 427981) provide further examples of the till resting on 

formations older than the Cadeby Gravel. A deep drainage ditch 

at Island Lane Farm (SK 429000) showed Chalky Till truncating 

both Cadeby Sands and the underlying Dosworth Clay. There is 

no evidence of the Pennine Till here. 

The most significant area where low-lying till is found 

which cannot-be associated with the Basal Till is between 

Coton and Shenton. The cuttinCs along the line of the abandoned 

railway have provided some sections and reveal that. the till is 

almost exclusively chalky. Its relationship to the Bosworth 

Clays is difficult to assess for sand horizons have been 

noted both above and below the till here and the whole zone 

of low-lying drift seems to be incised into the surrounding 

lacustrine sequence. The picture is further confused by 

extensive sand horizons within the Bosworth Clays. The cutting 

adjacent to Near Coton (SK 391023) shows alternating bands of 

sand and stoneless clays. One of the more substantial sand 

horizons gives rise to a small scarp ruining to the north of 

Near Coton and has been worked in shallow pits between Coton 

canal bridge and the railway. Chalky Till undoubtedly over- 

lies this sand to the south where the till exceeds 1Em in thick- 

ness. Above the Chalky Till patches of sand with lenses of 

pebbly and flinty gravel can be detected. It is tempting to 

recognise this entire sequence as the normal one with few, if 

any, breaks in sedimentation but merely invoking some sort of 

vertical displacement to explain the occurrence of Chalky Till 

as low as 90m (295ft). '. here is no observable continuity, 

however, between these beds and the 'normal' sequence at 

]ia. rkct I.: oswor th. Bosworth Clays outcrop to the cast at 1iiChcr 

levels than the low Chalky Till. Furthermore, the Cadeby 

Gravel is not represented at Coton, nor, more siCnificantly, 
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is the Pennine Till. The overlying sands and gravels which 

contain eastern material are related to the Chalky Till. 

The problem of these limited areas of till which do not 

fit with an otherwise orderly sequence of drifts is more fully 

analysed in Chapter 7 where an attempt is made to reconstruct 

the events associated with this ice advance. 

5.3 
With certain exceptions noted above, it has been established 

that the pattern of tills which followed the Cadeby Sands and 

Gravels is for the reddish-brown Pennine Till to be overlain 

by the Chalky Till. A similar relationship has been described 

.. by Rice for the Oadby Till of central Leicestershire. In 

distinguishing Lo'rer and Upper Oa1by Tills Rice (1968) ob- 

served that: "The Oadby Till normally has a matrix derived 

from the Lias Clay, but very locally near the base a Iieuper 

Marl matrix has been noted. " This differentiation is in close 

parallel to the Pennine and Chalky Tills of western Leicester- 

shire. At the Tilcon pit, Cadeby the sections cut through the 

tills have enabled a much closer study to be made. 

Table 5.1 gives the stone counts of pebbles taken from 

samples of Pennine and Chalky Till at Cadeby. The count from 

the underlying Cadeby Gravel is appended for reference. The 

Pennine Till erratic suite is closely comparable to that of 

the subjacent Cadeby Gravel but shows a small absolute increase 

in the percentage of eastern material. These stone counts 

have been based on pebbles with a long axis of at least 1cm 

and have thus tended to omit the coal fraction which due to 

its highly friable nature introduces counting problems. It is 

however present in both till types, often scattered as small 

flecks within the matrix. 
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Table 5.1 

Stone Counts - Tills, Cadeby 

Pennine Chalky (Cadeby 
Till Till Gravel) 

Rack Type Percentages 

Carbonit'erous 5 0 6 

Bunter pebbles 53 13 52 

Triassic sst. 26 5 31+ 

Jurassic and 15 81* 7 Cretaceous 

Others 121 

* This total can be subdivided: 
Chalk 38 

flint 12 

Jurassic (mainly polite, 31 
ironstone and Lias 1st. 

The matrix types of the two tills are immediately sepQr- 

able in terms of colour. The Chalky Till is essentially grey 

or grey-brown when unweathered, being largely derived from the 

Jurassic clays to the east and contrasts with the much redder 

Pennine Till matrix which is the product of ice movement over 

the extensive Triassic outcrops to the north and west. The 

distinction extends to the mechanical composition of the tills. 

Perrin et al. (1973) present the results of particle size 

analysis on 216 samples of Chalky Iýuulder Clay taken from 

eleven counties including Leicestershire. They reported no 

systematic differences and demonstrated the remarkably uniform 

nature of the mechanical composition. The mean value of their 

result:, 1'roin bout]i Lincolnshire and Leicestershire accords 

well with tue results from west L. eicestersitire obtained during 

the course or this research and has been plotted on the texture 
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diagram (rig 5.2). The Pennine Till matrix (loss than 2mm 

effective spherical diameter) is considerably coarser than that 

of the Chalky Till. This is shown on the particle size summa- 

tion curves and in the way which samples cluster in different 

areas of the ternary diagram revealing their discrete textural 

identities (Fig 5.2, Table 5.2). About 50 per cent of the 

Chalky Till matrix is clay compared with only about 30 per 

cent for the Pennine Till which comprises a correspondingly 

greater total' of sand-sized particles probably derived from 

the disaggregation of Carboniferous and Triassic sandstones. 

The precise relationship between the two till types as 

exposed at Cacleby is a very intricate one. The scale of pig 

1+. 2 is too small to permit anything but the gross relationship 

of the two beds to be shown, and it is clear as elsewhere in 

the study area, that the Chalky Till follows the Pennine Till. 

In the northwest corner of the pit a thick wedge-of till has 

been exposed above the gravels which have been downwarped at 

this point. The lowest layer of Pennine Till is entirely 

compatible with that recorded elsewhere and rests with a 

sharp, conformable junction on the CadebS Gravel which in its 

upper layers has been calcreted. Above this iv.. a zone extend- 

ing for 1-2m the tills appear to be stratified with alternating 

thin bands of predominantly Chalky and predominantly red 

Pennine Till. Fig 5.3. shows a measured column of the sequence 

and depicts fifteen alternations between the two till lithol- 

ogles. Some of these bands of till can be traced over 20m 

along the face of the pit and show a surprising degree of per- 

sister, ce. At the northern end of the-exposure the bands wrap 

around a steeply inclined nose *of Chalky. Till. One or two of 

the narrower bands thin out until they become an almost imper- 

cepti1 1e strea'. ti. The. b^ndin is nicl-ed out by ti-if, nlternntiný; 
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colours of the matrices and on inspection, the clasts con- 

tamed within the till bands are consistent with that whicl. 

would be expected from the two till types, very little chalk 

or flint being found in the red bands. 

The banded tills strongly support the interpretation of 

this ice advance as a compound one with the contemporaneous 

existence of two parent ice masses. The published literature 

contains very few descriptions of tills showing similar banding. 

However, near Aberdeen red and grey Devonsian drifts associated 

with different ice masses are interbedded (Murdoch, 1975); 

near Sileby Rice (pers. comm. ) has reported the chalky and red 

tills to be interdigitated and at Derby Jones (pers. comm. ) 

has recorded similar alternations of northern and eastern 

drift types. At Clava, Inverness; Peacock (1975) described 

thin tills which he suggested had been deposited as flows-till. 

The closely spaced variation in the lithology of these tills 

suggested that "these flows were derived from dirt bands con- 

taining debris derived from several sources". (p. 36) The author 

has seen this interbedding displayed at the junction of the red 

'and chalky till types at Huncote (SP 514983), near Leicester 

and many au er holes in the study area have enabled this'inter- 

bedding to be detected. 

Particle size analyses of samples from the column of till 

are. shown in rig 5.4 (Table $. 2). The sample from the Pennine 

Till at the base of the sequence showed the characterstically 

low clay content (less than 30 per cent) associated with this 

member of the succession. Samples from thin red bands of till 

which were interstratified with the Chalky Till showed a much 

larger and more variable clay content, so that in terms of 

mechanical composition differentiation between the bands was 

not possible, although as has been established above, the 
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colouration and erratic content of the bands indicate a differ- 

ent ultimate source for the two till matrices. The red colour 

of some of the bands not being so pronounced-as that of the 

Pennine Till may be indicative of a limited mixing of the two 

matrix types. Nevertheless the boundaries between individual 

bands are very sharp indeed and the grey chalky bands seem 

unaffected by mixing with the'red material in respect of colour 

and particle size. 

The bands of till are not entirely horizontal.. In the 

plane of the pit face they describe a gentle syncline which 

nearly parallels the downwarped surface of the Cadeby Gravel 

but at the northern edge of the exposure of Chalky Till, the 

bands dip quite steeply towards the south and the Pennine Till 

thickens from approximately 1m to over 3m. Superimposed on 

this synform are several small folds and minute faults all of 

Which can readily be traced on the banded tills. The folds 

involve only a limited flexuring of the beds and the maximum 

throw on the faults is no more than 5cm. These structures 

are believed-to relate to the phase of deformation which was 

responsible for the downwarping of the underlying sands and 

gravels and discussed below (Chapter 7). 

5.4 

There is a growing body of empirical hnd theoretical work on 

modes of till deposition, the associated macrofabric types and 

fabric-forming processes (Boulton, 1970,1972; Andrews and 

Smith, 1970; Mark, 1974). It is becoming clear that till. 

fabrics alone can yield little of value in terms of inferring 

either the mode of till deposition or the direction of ice 

movement (Rose, 1974). 

At Cadeby several problems presented themselves. i"irstiy, 
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the thickness of till exposed is generally no greater than 3m, 

often only 2m. The effects of weathering can be seen to, a 

depth of 2m below present ground level and periglacial struc- 

tures (see 9.2) have resulted in a cryoturbated layer beneath 

the soil. Consequently only a limited layer near the base of 

the till sequence has been able to provide undisturbed samples. 

This constraint was particularly severe on the exposures of 

Chalky Till, only one of which (that above the banded till 

sequence) was suitable and this face was rapidly affected by 

slumping. Secondly, the nature of the clasts within the till 

is such that very'low a/b axis ratios had to be accepted. Few 

blade- or rod-shaped particles occur in an erratic suite which 

has a large component of Bunter pebbles, skerry and sub- 

rounded chalk and limestone fragments. This restriction is 

thought not to have materially affected the character of the 

fabrics and tests have been carried out to show that'the pre- 

ferred orientations do not become notably more significant 

when the pebbles with weaker a/b ratios are excluded (Appendix 

3). In practice no pebble has been used with an a/b ratio of 

less than 5: 4, usually 3: 2. Only those pebbles with a-axes 

between 1 and 10cm were measured. 

Following Andrews (1971), it was decided that three 

dimensional macro. A£abric analysis. has the potential to yield 

much more information than simple two dimensional (horizontal,, 

plane) analysis with relatively little, extra expenditure in 

processing effort and time. A program modified from that 

presented by Andrews and Shimizu (1966) was used to compute 

the rector analysis and print out the fabric diagrams, but 

greater reliance has been placed on the statistics generated 

from the eigenvector program developed by Mark (1973). Mark 

has shown that standard rotational vector techniques based on 

-1 
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unidirectional data rotated onto a hemisphere and tested by 

the Fisher distribution (Fisher, 1963) can give false results 

(see also Sheidegger, 1965). The eigonvalue method which 

transposes the matrix of Cartesian co-ordinates associated 

with any one axis treats the distribution as spherical and thus 

overcomes the problem of assigning a 'directional sense' to 

each observation. In other words, each observation is treated 

as an axis rather than as a vector which is by definition 

unidirectional. Output from the program supplied by Mark 

gives the three eigenvectors of each sample with their asso- 

ciated eigenvalues. The largest eigenvector gives the axis 

of maximum clustering of the pebble a-axes (the preferred 

orientation), and the smallest eigenvector yields the axis 

of minimum clustering which approximates to the pole to the 

plane of maximum clustering. The related eigenvalues indicate 

the strength of this clustering and can be tested against 

random fabrics in order to derive the statistical significance 

of the preferred orientation (Nark, 1973,1974). 

Eleven samples each of 25 stones were examined and the 

results are presented in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 with contoured 

diagraus of the fabric types shown in Figs 5.5 to 5.8, * The 

fabric diagrams 1-8 represent the eight samples taken from 

the Pennine Till. Each sample was collected from an area of 

face no more than 50cm square. Stones were marked with paint 

in the field and reorientated in the laboratory where the 

a-axes were defined and measured. The constraints on sampling 

mentioned above prevented any systematic vertical sampling 

Pattern as suggested by Andrews (1971) or used by Rose (19710. 

Samples 1-8 were taken exclusively from the basal metre of 

the Pennine Till. These samples fall into three groups 

0 

although the entire set was taken from pit faces so that no 
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sampling point was more than 50m away from any other. Samples 

1-3 and 4-6 were taken from two sites where each sample was 

only 2m from. the others in the group and where the Pennine 

Till lay conformably and horizontally over the Cacleby Gravel. 

Samples 7 and 8 were taken from the Pennine Till where it 

underlies the banded tills and the whole sequence has been 

folded. 

TADLE 5.3 

Till Fabric Preferred Orientation, Cadeby 

After Andrews (1971) After Mark (1973) 
Sample Orien- Dip Orien- Dip 

tation tation 

1 1o6 11 107 10 
2 113 11 128 29 
3 125 7 130 18 
4 122 20 127 23 
5 16o 13 161 13 
6 128 9 128 13 
7 279 3 2811 2 
8 89 11 91 11 

9 120 9 133 10 
10 299 1 309 9 
11 287 11 289 11 
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TABLE 5.4 

Cadehy Macrofabric Statistics 

. A. Largest Eigenvector 

Sample Orien- Dip Si Sic. 
tation 

1 107 10 . 743 *** 
2 128 29 . 598 
3 130 18 . 575 *** 
4 127 23 . 623 *** 
5 161 13 . 498 
6 128 13 . 664 *** 
7 284 2 . 5o4 
8 91 11 . 686 *** 
9 133 10 . 553 *** 

10 309 9 . 480 
. 11 289 11 . 65o *x3E 

B. 

Sample 

Smallest Eigenvector 

Orien- Dip S3 
tation 

Sig. 

1 247 77 . o6o *** 
2 37 0 . 170 
3 22 ý 
It 0 54 . 149 
5 314 76 . 119 'ý** 
6 229 43 . 126 
7 184 79 . 105 
8 249 78 . 045 
9 339 79 . 175 

10 58 65 . 144 : ý** 
11 143 77 . 083 ý' 

Significance Levels: 

W. 
* 95% 

* 90% 

S1 and S3 are the largest and smallest 

eigenvalves respectively. 

ta 
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All these eight fabrics show a preferred orientation 

which differs significantly from random at the 90 per cent 

level or greater, although there is variation between the 

fabric strengths of individual samples as measured by the 

largest eigenvalue (Table 5.4). Of samples 1-6, only no. 5 

(ý 

shows any hint of bimodality which could be expected to weaken 

the largest eir; envalue. The distribution of sample preferred 

orientations is plotted in summary form on a polar equidistant 

net (Fib; 5.5A), which shows a clustering of axes dipping 

towards the southeast and particularly about 1300. A very 

similar pattern emerges in the plot of resultant vectors from 

the vectorial analysis performed on the same data as a check. 

A discussion of the full implications of these fabrics 

is reserved for the chapter which describes the ice advance 

responsible for the deposition of the tills but some further 

consideration seems appropriate here. The horizon of Pennine 

Till from which samples 1-6 were taken shows no stratification 

and appears to be structureless. It is unaffected by any 

banding of the tills and no flow structures can be identified 

in it. Furthermore, five of the six fabrics shoo highly sig- 

nificant preferrec: orientations (greater than 99 per cent 

all of which trend in the same direction, Rose (1974) has 

employed similar reasoning to suggest that a till at Hertford 

is the product of lodgement and this would seem to be the case 

at Cadeby for the majority of the Pennine Till which displays 

a consistent fabric type. Mark (1974) has proposed a scheme 

which relates fabric-forming processes and hypothetical fabric 

types with a view to interpreting the results of three dimen- 

sional fabric studies. The Cadeby fabrics 1-6 show similar-- 

ities to type A which is regarded as the product of lodgement 

at the ice-till interface. As the independent evidence at 

0 
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Cadeby of the physical character of the Pennine Till does not 

accord with the structures which would be expected with flow 

or melt-out processes, it is concluded that the overwhelming 

evidence implies a dynamic subglacial depositional environ- 

ment with an energy source acting from the northwest sector. 

Discounting the alternative that the ice movement could have 

acted from the southeast, the mean dip of the pebbles is down- 

glacier, a somewhat unusual situation, although Saunders 

(1968) discovered. a similar tendency for till macrofabrics 

in the Lleyn Peninsula. This would seem to preclude the 

possibility of melt-out from englacial thrust planes which 

would dip up-Glacier, i. e. towards the northwest and impart 

a similar alignment to the resulting melt-out till. 

Fabrics 7 and 8 were taken from the Pennine Till where 

it rests on the downwarped surface of the Cadeby Gravel. The 

till might not be expected to show the same fabrics as else- 

where, either because it accumulated on a sloping; surface or 

because having been deposited, it underwent the same disturb- 

ances as affected the Cadeby Gravel. Fabric 7 is not very 

strong, only being significant at the 90 per cent level and 

the largest eiCenvector rather than dipping towards the south- 

east, dips at 20 towards 2840. Its orientation however can 

be regarded as 284 - 10110, and this broadly parallels the. 

other fabrics. Fabric 8 is much stronger with the orientation 

towards 91°, rather more easterly than the others. Both of 

these last two fabrics could probably be attributed to 

variation within the Pennine Till, but it may be that their 

divergence is a result of the tilting of the beds at this 

point. 

The Chalky Till fabric samples (9-11) were taken from 

the same exposure of till and within 3m of each other. This 
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exposure is on the same face as the banded tills and the 

Pennine Till samples 7 and 8. It was the only available 

X80 

Chalky Till face suitable for sampling. Inasmuch as Ceneral- 

isations can be made on the basis. of three samples, the fabrics 

appear to be weaker than the Pennine Till ones, but with the 

exception of, no. 10, still showed significant preferred 

orientations. The mean of the eigenvalues associated with 

the largest eigenvectors of the Chalky Till fabrics is smaller 

than the corresponding value for the eight Pennine Till 

fabrics. The preferred orientations show a similar trend 

from northwest to southeast although in two cases the dip is 

towards the northwest. These fabrics can add little to the 

character of the Chalky Till as described above but it must 

be noted that the preferred orientation is broadly similar to 

that of the Pennine Till -a rather surprising attribute if 

this is connected with the direction of ice riovci: iont. It 

seems more probable however that here the Chalky Till has 

been emplaced as a flow rather than as a lodCcment till. 

5.5 

Lying above the Chalky Till and generally preserved only 

along the watersheds are a further series of gravels strati- 

graphically distinct from the Cadeby Gravel being; separated 

from it by the till sequence. This relationship is displayed 

at the Cadeby quarry (Fig 4.2) where a thin bed of Flinty 

Gravel rests on Chalky Till. North of Cadeby, at Dull in the 

Oak a considerable spread of Flinty gravels caps the inter- 

(luve. It clearly overlies Chalky Tß11 which is exposed to 

the west v south and cast of th. e outcrop but in the northerly 

direction towards Osbaston 1Iallp the tills thin and the 

1`linty gravel is difficult to separate from the Cadeby Gravel. 
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Flinty gravel is associated with the low-lying Chalky 

Till at Coton and is exposed at Dadlington where Fox- 

Stran ways (1900) noted that the pit, now disused and over- 

Grown, contained a high proportion of flints, chalk fragments 

and oolite. At Market Fosworth excavations adjacent to the 

market square for the foundations of the Midland Bank pene- 

trated sands with bands of flinty gravels. Unlike the 

Cadeby Sand and Gravel, however, it has not proved possible 

to subdivide this other fluvioglacial formation. 



Part 2 

"The world went cold, and snow fell 
everywhere, and only white creatures, 
Polar bears, white foxes, and men li'e 
awful white snow-birds, persisted in 

ice-cruelty. " 

D. H. Lawrence, Wömen in Love 
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The preceding chapters have dealt with the individual forma- 

tions of the Pleistocene geology of western Leicestershire. 

Before the events which led to their deposition are reconstructed, 

a review of the relationships between the various drift forma" 

tions is presented through an examination of the beds in the 

vicinity of Cadeby where the full sequence has been mapped and 

can be related to the exposure at the Tilcon pit. 

A levelled traverse was run from a point on the interfluve 

A 

crest near Bull in the Oak (SK 423031) southwards to the 

stream which flows beyond Manor Farm and which exposes Iieupor 

Marl in its bank at this point. The traverse was tied in to 

bench marks and related to a series of auger holes so that 

the height relationships of each formation could be fixed, 

The mea^ured section revealed by this survey is shown in 

rig 6.1, together with the surface geology of the area. The 

Cadeby sequence showed the seven divisions described in 

chapters 3-5 and has been adopted as the type sequence for 

western Leicestershire and as the basis for correlation with 

adjacent areas. (Table 6.1). 

The traverse involves a fall of 21m (70ft) over. a 

horizontal distance of 700m. A thin band of liasal Till 

represents the lowest drift formation and is followed by 

Bosworth Clays, relatively thin here, which in turn are over- 

lain by the Cadeby Sands at 115m (377ft). At this same height 

1km to the east in the Cadeby pit silts and sands of the 

Cadeby Sand rest on bedrock. The interstratified Cadeby Sand 

and Gravel can be-traced around the slopes and conveniently 

divides the drifts into two parts; the till and lacustrine 

material below the Cadeiby Sand, and Gravel and the overlyini 

tills. At 123m (405ft), the Pennine Till overlies the Cadeby 

Gravel. Auger holes along the traverse at this point showed 
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TABLE 6.1 

vest Leicestershire: Type Sequence 

Formation Approx. max. Strati ra hy 
thickness ý' p 

Flinty Gravel 4m Fine, medium and coarse 
gravels with substantial 
amount of eastern material. 

Chalky Till 13m Cretaceous and Jurassic 
erratics in a greyC-brown 
clay matrix. 

Pennine Till 9m Carboniferous and Triassic 
erratics in a red or red- 
brown matrix. 

Cadeby Gravel 8m Cross-bedded, sometimes 
poorly sorted gravels with 
some lenses of sand. Carbon- 
iferous and Triassic Glasts 
dominant. 

Cadeby Sand 5m Cross-bedded, well-sorted 
sands with lenses of Gravel. 

J 

Bosworth Clay 50m + Largely red-brown, brown and 
grey stoneless clays and bands 
of silt, sand and a little 
gravel. Clays often laminated. 

Basal Till 4m* Carboniferous and Triassic 
erratics in a red to red- 
brown clay matrix. Locally 
some chalky material.. 

The chalky facies of the Basal Till at Nailstone 
is rather thicker, say 10m. 

that the Pennine Till included some bands of chalky material 

immediately below the appearance of the major spread of Chalky 

Till. The traverse ended on fairly coarse gravels which 

capped the hir, her 7rouncl of the interfiuve and were of 

flinty cow. position. 

Observations from the remainder of the Bosworth Clay 

basin suggest that this type sequence, when 

t ro m: + jor Pros onal unconfor. rnitie8 fi21 j _, º ýjýVe1O ßc1, ýýnt: ýý T}r 
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and that each formation normally rests conformably on the'sub- 

jacent one. Each rock-stratigraphic unit can be riatched with 

a particular event and the implication of this unbroken 

sequence is that these provide a continuous record of the 

series of events from the ice advance which was responsible 

for the Basal Till to the deposition of the water-lain Flinty 

gravels. Nowhere within this sequence are found any inter- 

glacial deposits and it is concluded that the whole sequence 

is the product of one cold period which can be demonstrated 

to be the Wolstonian (8.1). 

6.2 

The Basal Till is the first indication of sedimentation onto 

the sub-drift surface in the area. Although it is relatively 

thin, its discovery at several points within Leicestershire 

both within the area subsequently inundated by Lake Harrison 

and on the higher ground outside it has loft the writer in 

no doubt about the reality of the formation and the ice advance 

which it is thought to betoken. 

The sedimentology of the deposit indicates that it is 

rather different texturally from the Bosworth Clay with which 

it could be confused in terms of colouration and stratigraphic 

position (Fie; 3.2). The distribution of the deposit as a 

veneer draped over the sub-drift surface could lead to the 

view that it was a solifluction deposit and not the result of 

deposition by ice. The thickness attained by the deposit 

locally, i. e. at Nailstone, would seem to be too great for 

head, and the numerous erratics within it would argue against 

such a proposal. Even if such erratics could have been pro- 

vided by the dissections of an earlier drift sheet, there is no 

recorded remnant of such a deposit anywhere within Leicester- 

shire and only very limited evidence within the ': idland,; as a 
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whole - the Bubbenhall Clay (Shotton, 1953); the Lower Glacial 

Deposits of North Birmingham (Kelly, 1964) - and it would be 

surprising indeed if any such earlier deposit could have pro- 

vided the chalk and flint fragments which have been recovered 

from the Basal Till at some sib (3.1). Some pains have been 

taken to marshal arguments which firmly establish the nature 

of this deposit as a true till for previous-authors (with the 

exception of Bishop) describing the Lake Harrison sequence 

have not recognised an ice advance which covert-the area 

immediately prior to the empoundment of the proglacial lake. 

It is unfortunate that there are no good sections in this till 

which could permit fabric analysis, but samples have been 

subjected to particle-size analysis and the matrix shows the 

heterogeneous nature to be expected with a till (Fig 3.2). 

The Basal Till matrix is very similar to that of the Pennine 

Till. The slightly greater percentages of sand-sized particles 

within the Pennine Till matrix can be explained by the nature 

of the terrain over which the respective ice sheets were 

advancing. In the case of the Basal Till it would probably 

have been one largely of Keuper Marl, whereas the Pennine Till. 

glacier overrode fluvioglacial sands and gravels incorporating 

these to form part of the till matrix. 

There would appear to be two facies of the Basal Till. 

The most widespread is that with a reddish matrix which 

incorporates Bunter pebbles, Keuper sandstones and a few 

Carboniferous erratics and floors the central and western 

parts of the study. area. At Nailstone, Osbaston Hollow and 

Stapleton to the east of the area chalk fragments are included 

in a w. ridblc matrix which rann-es f'rorn i Eeuper-rich. colour 

to the grey-brown associated with the Chalky Boulder Cloy. 

This latter facies is very 'restricted and patchy. The 
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provenance of the erratics within the Basal Till is dominantly 

northern or northwestern, and it is from this sector that-the 

ice sheet is thought to have moved. The limited admixture of 

chalk and flint attesting an eastern or more probably a north- 

eastern provenance can perhaps be associated with a stream of 

ice moving across Eastern Yorkshire and merging with the 

northwest ice in the middle Trent valley where both chalky 

and red tills have been recorded at low points in the strati- 

graphic succession near Derby (P. Jones, pers. comm. )""That 

the ice advance was a complex one involving the transport of 

material of diverse provenance there can be little doubt. The 

banding of the Basal Till detected by augering at Nailstone 

Gorse (see 3.1) shows the interdigitation of the two till 

types and several exposures near Leicester indicate: that 

chalky material was introduced to the area at an early stage 

in the till'sequence. 

Within the study area no fluvioglacial deposit has been 

observed beneath the nasal Till. A consideration of the sub- 

drift topography of the Hinckley valley shows that any ice 

advancing from the northern sector would be moving downvalley, 

and the drainage of meltwaters in the direction of the proto- 

Soar would be unimpeded (Fig 2.1). These meitwaters would be 

channelled towards the axis of-the Hinckley valley which has 

been plugged by the later drifts. Only at Compass Fields 

Farm, Stoke Golding does a borehole log record any material 

which could be interpreted'as fluvioglacial immediately above 

bedrock. Although similar patches of sand and gravel relating 

to the outwash of this ice sheet could remain buried at depth, 

it may be that the overriding ice incorporated them within the 

Basal Till. 

The regional correlation which will be fully substantiated 
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in the next chapter establishes 
the Basal Till as the correla- 

tive of the. Thrussington Till mapped in the Leicester area by 
below the Thxussington till- 

ý Rice (1963) 
: At Leicester, Rice describeda series of well- 

bedded sands and gravels, the Thurmaston sand and gravel, 

which thins against rising bedrock slopes away from the axis 

of the proto Soar. At Huncote (SK 511980) only 61= west of 

the study area, sands and gravels which can be equated with 

the Thurmaston series are capped by tills. The direction of 
a 

dip of the foresets in the sands is strongly towards the north, 

parallelinr; the proto Soar. The tills overlie a planar, 

almost horizontal surface of sand with a sharp function and 

no evidence of any disturbance or intervening erosion. Indeed 

the whole sequence at FIuncote from the base of the gravels 

which rest on ICeuper Marl to the red and chalky tills seems 

to have accumulated without a break. Within the sands ice 

wedge casts have been observed which confirm that the deposit 

accumulated in a cold environment and support. Rice's view 

that the Thurmaston sand and gravel originated as outwash 

(Plate 5). 

The borehole evidence in the plug of drift which now forms 

the Soar/Avon watershed in south Leicestershire indicates that 

near the centre of the'proto Soar valley sands and gravels 

appear at the base of the succession and reinforce the correla- 

tion that the Thurmaston sand and gravel is the northern 

equivalent of the Baginton-Lillington series of the Coventry 

district (Rice, 1963). This view is not necessarily at 

variance with that of Shotton (1953) who regards the Baginton- 

Lillington series as the product of normal fluvial aggradation, 

for above the confluence of the Hinckley valley with the proto 

Soar, streams draining the upper part of the valley with 

little or no input of outwash may have contributed to the ice 
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meit 11"Ich was derived from the northwest via the Hinckley 

Valley. However a fluvioglacial oriGin for these deposits 

does overcome the problem of explaining 
the large quantities 

of Hunter pebbles in the gravels as a result of the reworking 

of an earlier drift sheet for which there is no evidence in 

Leicestershire. 

The evidence from IIuncote and elsewhere demonstrates that 

arrival of ice immediately following the aggradation of the 

basal sands and gravels. This ice blocked the free drainage 

of water along the line of the Soar and limited ponding in 

proglacial lakes is evidenced by the Glen Parva Clay which was 

subsequently overriden by ice depositing the Thrussington till 

(Rice, 19t3). In contrast, the Hinckley valley sloped away 

from the advancing ice and the Basal Till was deposited 

largely onto bedrock. 

Near Coton at Kingshill Spinney an anomolously low 

depression on the sub-drift surface has been infilled with a 

sand and brickclay (see 2.2). It is certain that this depres- 

sion could not have been excavated by normal fluvial er/osion 

for the borehole here recorded rockhead at 53m (176ft) O. D., 

and there is no possible outlet for such a channel into any 

preglacial valley at this level. The steep side to this 

depression which is confirmed by bedrock appearing at the 

surface a short distance to the west, would seem to indicate 

that this slope cut in red marl could not have remained unsup- 

ported for long. Anomolously low depressions have been ro- 

corded from other areas. Beneath the Sow valley in Stafford- 

shire Morgan (1973) reported a trench with a floor on bedrock at 

no more than 29m (95ft) O. D. Beneath the Ouse and Nine valleys 

Horton (1970) described ungraded, buried channels and depres- 

sions which are thought to have been excavated by river or - 
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glacial action prior to the deposition of the Chalky boulder 

Clay. Around Narborough chalky drift, some of it waterlaid, 

occurs over a large area in an elongated depression which 

reaches levels well below the reconstructed preglacial surface 

(Rice, 1968,1972). The nature of the infill is important in 

deducing the origin of these overdeepened features. At Kings- 

hill little detail is known apart from those samples recover- 

ed by augering near the surface which showed varve-type bedding 

and almost certainly belong to the Bosworth Clay sequence. 

The record of sands at the base of the depression may be 

indicative of cutting by subglacial meltwater and the position 

of the channel in the centre of the preglacial valley (Fig 2.1) 

would be the most likely spot for such overdeepening to talce 

place. Glacial scouring by ice is an alternative explanation 

but it is surprising that no till has been recorded in the 

borehole, although in a depression of limited size such as 

this, the infill of presumably waterlaid brickearths could 

well have accumulated subglacially to be covered by the Bosworth 

Clay series when the ice withdrew. Pleistocene faulting of a 

type similar to that described by Shotton (1965) in the motor- 

way cuttings near Leicester is not thought probable because a 

downthrow of about 25m (83ft) would be necessary and that. 

would have brought younger beds (i. e. the Cadeby Sand and 

Gravel) to ground level at Kingshill. 

Shotton's'1953 reconstruction of Lake Harrison envisaged 
the ponding of a large stretch of water against the rising 
slopes of the proto Soar valley and the Jurassic scarp as ice 
moving from the north blocked the natural outlet. The drift 

stratigraphy in western Leicestershire indicates that the 
extensive Basal Till was buried by the deposits of the Clacio- 

lacustrine 
phase and therefore ice covered the area before wide- 
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spread ponding took place. Although local ponding is 

94 

evidenced by lacustrine material at Glen Parva to the south 

of Leicester (Rice, 1963), no extensive proglacial lake is 

demonstrated in the stratigraphical record for over a large 

part of the proto Soar system tills lie either on bedrock or 

on the basal sands and gravels which were deposited in advance 

of the ice (Fig 6.2). This lack of ponding can best be 

explained by envisaging an ice advance from the northwest 

moving across the line of the proto Soar and thus permitting 

marginal drainage in a. northeasterly direction towards 

Leicester. Only when the Soar itself was blocked would con 

ditions have favoured the empoundment of the lake in which 

the Glen Parva clays were deposited. This 'ice-dam' may have 

been completed by ice-from the north bringing with it the 

eastern fraction of detritus present locally in the Basal and 

Thrussington tills. 

Site investigations and subsequent excavation for the 

rs69 (Leicester-Coventry motorway) which was under construction 

in 1975 have provided subsurface information for a section 

through the drift plug between the present Avon and Soar 

basins. An interpretation of the exploratory boreholes for 

this motorway based on Wyatt (1974) is presented as Fig 6.3. 

Overlying the basal sands and gravels at the Leicester end of 

the section, the red till is strongly developed and a red till 

interposes between bedrock and the stoneless clays over much 

of the southern part of the section. These tills are correlated 

with the Basal Till of west Leicestershire on the basis of 

lithologjcal similarity and stratigraphic position: they 

represent the first evidence of direct deposition by ice in 

both areas. The motorway boreholes establish the near contin- 

01 

uity of the Basal Till as far south as the Soo valley near 
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Ansty on the northern outskirts of Coventry. Beyond this 
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point the evidence is more fragmentary and reconstruction of 

the limits of the ice advance under consideration must be more 

tenuous. 

At the Wolston Grounds and Ryton Wood sections described 

by Shotton (1953) the Lower Wolston Clay overlies the Baginton 

Sand, the upper member of the basal sand and gravel layer. 

Although Shotton interpreted the Lower idolston Clay as a 

lacustrine deposit, the lower part of the unit at Zloiston 

contains a fair number of erratics, has the character of a 

till and can be distinguished from the upper part of the 

exposure' which comprises undoubted still-water bedded deposits. 

Similarly, at Ryton Wood the clay exposed above the sands is 

a-, till-with an erratic suite comparable to that of the 

Basal Till, 
-. -. 4.... 

-ý` In the Itchen valley, Bishop's mapping of the small out- 

Tiers of drift showed that the bedded deposits he correlated 

with the Wolston series were underlain by the Hodnell clay 

(Bishop, 1958). This chalk-rich till demonstrates that the 

pre-Lake Harrison ice advance involved the transport of 
14 

material from an-eastern source as shown in the complex lith- 

ology of thq Basal Till at Nailstone (3.1). In the vicinity 

of Moreton-in-the-Marsh on the watershed between the. Stour-and 

Evenlode basins, Briggs and Gilbertson (1972) argued that the 

Purple Clay which includes a strong component of Bunter pebbles, 

could be traced both below the level of Lake Harrison and also 

to heights of 150m or more into the Evenlode valley which were 

beyond the limit and well above the level of any ponding. 

Briggs (1973) regarded the Purple Clay as being varied in 

character but essentially a till associated in some 'localities 

with the Quartzose Sand with which it bears strong similarities 
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in heavy mineral content and which he inferred as the outwash 

material from the ice sheet which deposited the clay. (The 

Quartzose Sarid is equated with the Stretton Sand from which 

Shotton (1973) has described a vertebrate fauna, probably 

IIoxnian, which if correctly assigned and in'situ would pre- 

clude an interpretation as outwash). 

The tills detailed above all share a similar strati- 

graphic position. The evidence for their continuity in the 

northern part of the region is good and an ice advance'at 

least as far south as Coventry seems inescapable; the simplest 

interpretation of the stratigraphies represented in the Itchen 

and Stour/Evenlode areas is to match the Hodnell and Purple 

Clays with the Basal Till of west Leicestershire and the lower 

part of the Lower Wolston Clay. This arrangement describes 

an ice advance which reached into the upper parts of the 

Thames basin. The lithology of the till deposited by this 

advance ranges from the chalk-rich Hodnell Clay to the chalk- 

free Lower Ifolston Clay and Purple Till with many sections 

(e. g. Iluncote) showing both till types. That chalk-laden ice 

reached Leicestershire at an early stage is demonstrated by a 

'temporary section near Stony Bridge (SP 499975) on the line oft 

the m69 which showed Chalky Till resting directly. on an undis- 

turbed surface of the basal sands and to the north, in Charn- 

wood Forest, Bridger (1971) recorded eastern material near 

the base of the local sequence. 
k 

6.3 

The thickest and most widespread Pleistocene deposit within 

the study area is the Bosworth Clay. The laminated beds of 

this formation attest to its lacustrine origin and this inter- 

pretation is reinforced by its distribution which shows a 
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thinning against the higher ground to the cast commensurate 

with the shallowing of' the basin in which the clays accumulated 

(Fig 3.1). The highest point at which the Bosworth Clay has 

been found is near Twycross where it reaches 119m (39Oft). 

Although some of the material described as 'brickearth' in 

the Kingshill Spinney borehole may have accumulated subelacially 

as an infilling to the depression, the upper part which has 

been sampled by augering, bears all the characteristics of 

the Bosworth Clay. The thickness of Bosworth Clay-can give a 

minimum limit to the depth of the lake. A more realistic 

reconstruction can be made by estimating the level of water 

in the lake. Discounting the effect of any postfrlacial 

tectonic warping, the feather-edge of the lacustrine sediments 

should approximate to the edge of the lake itself and thus 

give a minimum figure for the water level. At Barton in the 

-cans and Osbastoni the featiier-edge has been fixed quite 

accurately. In the vicinity of Cadeby, the lake clays can 

be followed to the west of the ridge as a narrow band (Fig 6.1) 

which does not appear in the sequence to the east and there- 

fore the edge of the clays must be buried by the Cadeby Sand 

under the ir_terfluve (rout; las, 1974). Southeastwards towards 

Stapleton the Bosworth Clay appears to the west of the 

Thurlaston Brook where it used to be worked at Stapleton 

brickpit (si430009) but not on the Kirkby Mallory side of the 

valley, the edge of the deposit having been removed by 

incision of the drainage. Piecing these fragments together, 

the edge of the lake clays would seem to vary within the 

fs i. rly nrnrrow lir-its of 113m (370. ft ! to 1 19nß (390ft). As the 

latter value refers to t: w e observation at Twycros:; wi: cre the 

lake clay is thin (say 2-3m thick), a water level of at least 

120m (395ft) can be envisaged, possibly rather 1ii{; 1ier. Having 
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established the level of the. lalce in western Leicestershire, 

attention is now turned to the whole Lake Harrison area and 

its palaeogeography but first the conditions which enabled taxe 

ponding to take place and the nature of the empoundment must 

be reviewed. 

The contact between the Basal Till and the iioswbrth Clay 

is inadequately exposed but there is some indication that it 

is not a sharp erosional one where the till has been buried by 

lake clays (see 3.1, site no. 2, Stapleton Fields). It can 

be reasoned that the lake was established as the ice stag- 

nated and withdrew from the region and that no lengthy period 
4 

of time elapsed between the ice withdrawal and the initiation 

of the lake which would have resulted in the erosion of the 

till. The relationship between the Basal Till and the over- 

lying drifts is instructive on this point. Where the till 

has been covered by the Bosworth Clay series its preservation 

seems almost complete: its present distribution in this area 

is a thin sheet which gives a narrow, almost unbroken outcrop 

around the fosworth Clays (Fig 3.1). Outside the lake basin 

"however, at heights above 116m (380ft) the Basal Till is 

patchy and where it is still preserved as at'Stapleton, it is. 

overlain by stratigraphically higher beds than the Bosworth 

Clay, usually the Cadeby Sand. This pattern indicates that 

the lake deposits acted as a protective blanket covering the 

Basal Till, and that the till above the shores of the lake 

underwent erosion which in many instances was sufficient to 

effect its complete removal. 

As the ice withdrew from the maximum limit reached by the 

L'. arrison advance, Lake . 7arrison itself would have 

been established and maintained so long as withdrawal did not 

extend beyond the lower reaches of the proto Soar allowing; the 
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waters to escape northwards. This condition clearly limits 

the oscillation of the ice front to a position to the south 

of the present Trent valley. If the lake was drained for any 

length of time by such an unblocking, it is surprising that 

there is neither evidence of significant dissection of the 

Basal Till beneath the Bosworth Clay nor of the lacustrine 

sediments extending further to the north in central Leicester- 

shire. Shotton's reconstruction of the basin in which the 

clays accumulated necessitates a similar front of Severn 

. valley ice plugging the head of the proto Soar valley which 

has been reconstructed at a height slightly below 91m (300ft) 

between Church Lench and fredon Hill (Shotton, 1953, rip, 11). 

The Bosworth Clay extends as far north as Twycross 

(Fig 3.1) and has been recorded to the north of the preglacial 

col at the head of the Hinckley valley in the }fease catchmont. 

The feather-edge of the clay gives the limit of the lake to 

the east against the Charnwood area but to the west where the 

high ground of the Hartshill Range would have impounded the 

lake, the Anker has removed most of the drift. Only at Eed- 

worth, where the occurrence of laminated silts and clays has 

lone, been known (; Whitehead et al., 1923) is there evidence of 

lacustrine material. Lake clays occur at Earl Shilton and 

Hinckley which can be directly correlated with the Bosworth 

Clay but east of Earl Shilton towards the axis of the proto 

Soar, the succession as revealed by the M69 borelholes and 

cuttings shows a complex sequence in which tills predominate. 

The zone in which tills replace lake clays represents the site 

of the ice dam, south of i; hick lay the pro, -, lrtcial like. a. 'he 

lir, ijts of this area call be fi: eci only tentatively. The 

sequence around the village of Astort Flamville and at Micl, Pe 

Hill (Sr 1+65917) is comparable with tiwt in the study area and 
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a lobe of ice is suggested with its western margin stretching 

southwestwards from Kirkby Nuxloe via Thurlaston and Mmes- q 

thorpe to curve around to the east near Sapcote. This line 

gives an approximate northeastern limit to the lake, although 

at some stage open water may have extended towards Leicester. 

There is evidence. to show that tiro oscillation of this ice 

front has disturbed the lake floor beds and incorporated them 

within the till which has been exposed at Aston Firs on the 

junction between the 1169 and the A5070 (Pig 6.3). This 

section shows a series of thrust planes dipping towards the 

north along which slices of till, lake clay and bedrock have 

been moved. The whole series can be regarded as a till with 

particularly massive erratic blocks. The largest raft of 

Keuper Marl of which the lower edge is shown to the left of 

Fig 6.3, is over 100m in length. 

The transition between the Leicester sequence detailed 

by Rice (1963) and the Lake Harrison sequence is a rather 

confused one. The period necessary for the accumulation of 

the substential thicknesses of clays and silts on the floor ofthe 

lake cannot readily be estimated but must have involved a con- 

5iderable length of time during which the ice front could, have 

shifted. The distribution of the in situ lacustrino deposits 

indicates that the general attitude of the ice front during 

the life span of this northern part of Lake Harrison seems to 

be along a line extending from north of Twycross eastwards to 

Charnwood Forest and then in the lobe described above. 

The deposition of the Bosworth Clay was undoubtedly con- 

temporaneous with the Lower Woiston Clay, for the evidence of 

the M69 boreholes shows the two series to be continuous. The 

height of the interface between the 73osworth Clay and the 

Cadeby Sand is the subject of the next section of this chapter 
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but the nature of the junction leads to the belief that in the 

northern part of the Hinckley arm at least, the deposits of 

the lake were built up almost to water level even away from 

. the edge of the lake. The boundary is a transitional one 

from clays through silts to current-bedded sands which 

represent the start of the outwash phase. Nowhere do these 

sands show the deltaic bedding with steeply dipping foresets 

which would be expected were the outwash released into a deep 

lake, rather the sands show delicate cross beds-such as would 

be associated with the braided channels of the outwash sandur. 

extending across the silted lake. 

The surface of this lake was estimated to be at 125m 

(410ft) by Shotton (1953), a level which is entirely consis- 

tent with the observation in western Leicestershire of the 

clays thinning against rising ground at about 119m (390ft). 

It is much more difficult however, to reconcile this with the 

scheme of events proposed by Bishop (1958, Fig 11) for the 

stages of Lake Harrison. With regard to the pre-Lake Harrison 

ice advance documented above, the label of an 'extra-morainic' 

lake now seems unfortunate. The first widespread stage of the 

lake envisaged here would have developed in front of a retreat- 

ing and stagnating ice margin. Tiere are several possibilities 

for controls on the lake level. The only break in the Jurassic 

escarpment below '122m (400ft) within the region tinder con- 

sideration is between Saddington and Smeeton Westerby in the 

gap under which the Grand Union Canal has been tunnelled 

(Fig 1.1). Augering in this col has proved bedrock (Lias Clay) 

at 119m (390ft). It seems perfectly plausible that this gap 

was used as a spillway into the Welland when the ice had 

retreated to its northernmost point near Leicester although 

I 
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its use would have been limited as the readvauce would have 

sealed the gap at an early stage. Alternatively it is possible 

to envisage drainage marginal to the Severn ice parallel to 

the Cotswold scarp or even drainage through the ice beyond the 

col near lredon Hill. Bishop's evidence that the lake bench 

recognised by Dury (1951) in part truncates the STolston series 

might preclude the use of the Fenny Compton gap as an over- 

spill at this stage for the bench itself passes into the gap. 

It may be however, that before the benching, the gap was at a 

similar height and neither plugged by ice nor at 133m (l35ft 

as required by Bishop's analysis. I 

Such is, the size of the lake and such the paucity4 of 

evidence now available that many of these finer points must 

remain conjectural. The evidence presented from this research 

in western Leicestershire amply confirms the existence of the 

lal: e which assumed a hei&iit , -j. t some stage of 120-125rn and 

suggests that sediment built up to near this level. 

6.4 

There remains-a further important relationship of the-Bosworth 

Clays. The height of the lake has been estimated from the 

level reached by the edge of the lacustrine sediments as they 

thin against rising slopes. Where the lake clays are thicker, 

their upper limit is below that estimated from the feather- 

edge. This discrepancy can have two explanations: either the 

sediment was not built up to the surface away from the lake 

margins or the effects of compaction have acted to reduce the 

volume of the deposit. Limited evidence has been identified 

above (6.3) to suggest that the. former e. {planation may not 

account for much of the difference although it cannot be dis- 

counted totally. Shotton (1953, Fig 2) recognised that comp- 
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action of the Wlolston series- had taken place and showed that 

the junction between the upper clays and the overlying gravel 

fell some 15m (50ft) alone the length of the Dunsmore plateau. 

A similar case can be made for a-section from Wellsborough to 

Market-Dosworth for which there is borehole evidence to fix 

the level of the various beds (Fig 6.4). The interface 

between the Fosworth Clay and the Cadeby Sand dips towards 

the centre of the sub-drift valley as the thickness of the 

underlying clays increases. Data from borings which fix the 

heights of the top of the clays and the underlying junction 

with Basal Till or bedrock have been used to assess the degree 

of compaction. Taking a value of 119m (390ft) for the 

original surface of the Bosworth Clay, the mean value of the' 

original assumed thickness to have disappeared through com- 

paction is 36%. 

In an attempt to explore the shape of the surface given 

by the top of the lacustrine material, 6Z points at which the 

height of the rosworth Clay and Cadeby Sand interface had been 

measured were used to compute trend surfaces 1,7hich could model 

the characteristics of this interface. The first to fourth 

order surfaces are mapped in rig 6.5 and the statiritics for 

all six surfaces generated are presented in Table 6.2. The 

quadratic arid cubic surfaces describe a trough trending in 

similar fashion to the sub-drift surface from NNW totward's SSE. 

The quartic and higher order surfaces resolve this simpler 

pattern into progressively more complex ones. Analyses of 

variance were performed to test the significance of increments 

in explained variance , given by progressively higher order 

surfaces (Chayes, 1970; Davis, 1913; . The level of sir; nii'. i- 

cance for the'increment- of variance explained by the cubic 

surface over the quadratic was less, than that for the same 
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measure for the quadratic over the linear surface and thus 

the quadratic surface has been used for further analysis 

(Table 6.3,1, "igs 6.6,6.7). 

TABLL 6.2 

Trend surface analysis 

Surface Order 

123456 

Standard 12.86 10.48 9.18 6. o6 5.28 4.25 deviation 

Variation 

explained (%) 32.68 55.35 65.73 85.04 88.64 92.65 
by surface 

Variation not" 
explained (N) 67.32 4LE. 65 34.27 14.96 11.36 7.35 
by surface 

Coefficient of 
. 5737 "7440 . 8108 . 9222 . 9415 . 9626 correlation 

TABLE: 6 .3 

Results of analysis of variance for all surfaces 

Surface 
order 

RSS Si&mificance 

1 33 99.9>F 
2 55 99.9>' 
3 66 99.5>F>99.0 
4 85 99.9>11, 
5 89 95.0090.0 
6 93 99.0>; ''>97.5 

The effects of compaction are likely to have been largest 

where tr+e i ze basin w,! oe dce�c: st. T1ý. i.; = re]ctionshir is borne 

J 

out by the trend surface analysis, the axis of the quadratic 

trough almost exactly paralleling the centre of the reconstructed 

sui -dril t valley .1,6.6). 
The upper :; urface of the 
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Bosworth Clays describe an open-ended basin with effective 

shrinkage of the order of at least 9m (30ft) along the centre 

of the basin (assuming the initial build up of sediment to 

have reached 119m (390ft). The pattern of residuals from the 

quadratic surface shows two clusters of negative values, 

i. e. areas in which the real interface is lower than the 

trend (Fig 6.7). Further comparison with the sub-drift surface 

indicates that these clusters coincide with two left bank 

tributaries to the Hinckley valley and presumably the site of 

local basins of compaction. The intervening cluster of 

positive residuals reflects the buried rib of bedrock at 

Market Bosworth over which only a thin layer of lake clays 

accumulated with correspondingly less scope for compaction. 

Thus whereas the trend maps ti: e major basin of deposition, 

the residuals demonstrate local variation., to which physical 

meaning can be attached. 
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The extinction of Lake Harrison by the readvance of ice was 

heralded by the deposition of an extensive outwash plain. The 

sequence of lake clays, cross-bedded sands and gravels and till 

recurs over much of western and southern Leicestershire. The 

continuity of the sands and gravels within the study area has 

been demonstrated (Fig 4.1), and the stratum can be shown to 

be continuous with the interbedded sands figured in the 

Hinckley boreholes and the outcrop can be traced around the 

plug of drift which now forms the Avon/Soar watershed. 

At Cadeby, the formation was split into the Cadeby Sand 

and an upper Cadeby Gravel. There is borehole evidence to 
. 

suggest that this division can be recognised elsewhere and pits 

at Heather and Dunton Bassett show a graded sequence with sands 

passing into gravels (Fig 7.1). This has been interpreted as 

signifying the greater competence of the meltwater streams to 

shift material as the ice front pressed southwards. The 

remaining fragments of this sandur have been mapped (Fig 7.1) 

and it is not difficult to envisage a once much broader shoot 

which entirely covered the lake deposits. This reconstruction 

however, does not carry with it the implication that'the de- 

position of the Sandur was everywhere contemporaneous, but was 

built out over the lake deposits from the north. Its 

importance lies in the fact that it describes a single event 

and represents a lithological datum. 

Shotton has described this formation and equated the 

interbedded sands at Hinckley and Sibson (Wellsborough) with 

the Wolston Sand 0953, fig 5) and mapped its distribution 

(fig 8)-to7ether with contours on the plane separating; the 

IA'Olston 'and from the underlying clays. The effect on this 

plane of the compaction of the lake deposits has been recorded 

above and it has been argued that the outwesh was deposited 
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on a fairly even surface where the clays had been built up to 

lake level. Shotton's interpretation of the "Wolston Sand does 

not accord with the view that it represents. part of a sandur. 

Arguing that the Wolston Sand can be correlated with what Itice 

(1963) subsequently termed the Wigston Sand and Gravel near 

Leicester, Shotton suggested that its deposition must have 

meant a glacial retreat and that the sands are, evidence of much 

increased 
, summer melting. (Shotton, 1953, pý253). In section, 

-the formation consistently shows cross-sets rather than either 

the_ level-bedding; or deltaic fore-sets and would seem to indi- 

cate deposition by moving water rather than in still water. 

Although the correlation between the Wolston Sand and the 

Vigston Sand and Gravel seems well founded, there is a gap in 

the distribution of the sands between Dunton Bassett and 

Wigston and within the area mapped by Rice the deposit "is so 

irregularly distributed that rarely can an outcrop be traced 

continuously for more than a mile or so" (Rica, 1968, p. 2485). 

fiere too it contains numerous till lenses in sharp contrast 

to the well-sorted Cacieby Sand and Gravel and Rice has 

suggested that it may have been laid down "at or beneath the 

ice margin". A subglacial origin for the Winston Sand and 

Gravel could account for the rather low level of the deposit, 

for if it were deposited as part of the sandur which sloped 

away from the ice front, it would be expected to be rather 

higher than-the corresponding sands to the south. however, 

the latter are consistently higher despite the more pronounced 

compaction of the underlying clays which might be anticipated 

here. 

Outsi. c'e the Lcice:, ter area, however, the C; ic'e?: y Sand rind 

Gravel/ olston Sand horizon describes a'sheet of material much 

of which has been preserved-(Fig; 7.1) and is well illustrated 
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by the M69 section through the higher around southeast of 

115 

Flinckley (Fig 6.3). That such a wide sandur could develop is 

testimony to the nearly horizontal landscape of the infilled 

Lake Harrison which the meltwater streams would have traversed. 

Yet the outwash was not only deposited onto the lake clays, 

for at Cadeby and elsewhere, the sands rest directly, on the 

basal Till or bedrock above the level of the lake. Against 

the higher ground which fringes Charnwood Forest, the sands 

and gravels thin out and are overlapped by the tills east of 

Barlestone and towards ßagworth at a little over 125m (425ft). 

At Cadeby the mean direction of the streamflow responsible for 

the sand (as reflected by the bedding) conforms to the gentle 

bedrock slope westwards towards the margin of the lake. A 

similar situation obtains at ITeather where the gravels are 

much thicker than indicated by the Geological Survey map 

(Spink, 19611) and pala. eocurrent directions have been estimated 

by the writer which indicate flow towards the south. The con- 

figuration of this sandur is rather different from that of the 

outwash which preceded the Basal Till and was almost totally 

confined to the valley floors; but the contrast seems wholly 

consistent with the differing topographies: the pregincin. l 

one showing greater relief and more pronounced lines of 

drainage than that which immediately followed the lengthy' 

empoundment of Lake Harrison. 

The composition of the Cadeby Sand*and Gravel is variable 

with flinty and pebbly nfacies 
(4.. 2/ It may be worthy of note 

that those areas where the flinty facies is. dominant (and 

within the study area they are relatively restricted) coincide 

with those areas of the "'. asal Till which contain an easterly 

component of erratic material.. This pattern may be the result 

of a reworking of local materials by tue channels of the 

Sandur rather than firm evidence of the provenance of the ice 
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sheet which was supplying the meltwaters. However, the overall 

composition of the sand and gravel sheet at a regional level 

shows that the eastern material is much more frequent in the 

easterly parts of the sandur. At Dunton Bassett (SP 53890k) 

and Smockington (SP 462895) the gravels contain numerous 

flints. The stone counts presented by Rice (1963) for the 

Wigston Sand and Gravel show sharp diversity in their typo as 

do the till layers which envelop this stratum. At Keyham and 

Scraptoft large quantities of Jurassic material were recorded 

and over the central Leicestershire region as a whole fiice 

has observed that, "the bed is particularly noteworthy as the 

earliest to contain Cretaceous rocks in quantity. " (1&ice, 

1968, p. 473). Whereas to the west at Cadeby and to the south 

in the Coventry area, the pebbly facies ß. 3s prevalent 

(Table 7.1). 

TABLE 7.1 

Comparative Stone Counts 

Cadeby Gravel Wolston Sand* 

Rock type Percentages 

Carboniferous 6 15 
Bunter 52 49 

Keuper 34 1g+ 
` Lias ?2 Flint 9 

Other 1 5-, 'z 

* from Shotton (1953)" 

This analysis merely reinforces the evidence from the 

later tills that the ice sheet as it began to readvance over 

the silted prof facial 1a. ke contained motorjail from more than 

one source. 
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The tills which covered the Cadeby sandur represent the second 

major ice advance, the earlier one beim that which preceded 

the existence of Lake Harrison. 

Within the study area the upper clays are represented by 

the Pennine and Chalky Tills which contain no material which 

could be regarded as being deposited within a lake. This 

contrasts with the evidence for the Coventry area where Shotton 

has attributed much of the Upper Zlolston Clay to a lacustrine 

origin. Given the certainty of the equivalence between the 

Cadeby Sand and Gravel and the Wolston Sand, the phase of 

ponding represented by the Upper Wolston Clay was established 

after the ice had readvanced across Leicestershire. The ! 769 

boreholes only indicate tills above the Wollton Sand horizon 

and thus the Upper Volston Clay lal: e must have been restricted 

to the southern part of the Lake Harrison basin. Indeed, if 

the postulated Severn ice block allowed the basin to remain 

watertight, Lake Harrison may have persisted beyond the 

southern limit of the outwash plain as ice ovorrode the 

northern part. Perhaps the apparent conflict between this 

interpretation and the palaeogeography presented by Bishop 

(1958, fig. 11) can be explained by Bishop's recognition of. 

only one major ice advance. (The Hodnell Clay ice advance was 

not given the status of the advance proposed here, but was 

regarded more as an oscillation). Thus the first phase of 

Lake Harrison, the lake of the Bosworth and Lower Wolston 

Clays, was established during the retreat of the Basal Till 

ice advance and the lake was extinguished only with the re- 

advance of the ice. 

The evideace from the samples mid borehole 
_rccorCds of 

the M69 reviewed by Zlyatt (1974) supports a subdivision of 

the lake clays into a lower part where red-brown material 
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predominates and an upper part which is more calcareous and 

in which the clays assume a bluish-brown colour. This dis- 

tinction has been explained by invoking a shift in the input 

of material into the lake corresponding with the later domin- 

ance of ice containing Cretaceous material. A similar dis- 

tinction can be recognised in western Leicestershire, 

although the, blue clays and associated 'race' are by no means 

exclusively restricted-to the upper part of the deposit (e. g. 

Bosworth Wharf, 3.2). If this interpretation is correct 

(and it seems unlikely that the contribution of an ice sheet 

charged only with Triassic and Carboniferous detritus would 

produce the high carbonate levels recorded from the upper 

parts of the Bosworth Clay, then the dominance of eastern 

ice is evidenced before the deposition of the Cadeby Sand and 

Gravel which together with the Pennine Till suggests a rever- 

sion to a non-eastern glacier. Great caution needs to be 

exercised in such explanations given the lack of any proof 

for the sources of this material. Suspended sediment from 

land streams draining the Liassic rocks may have' contributed 

much of the more calcareous deposit. The ice front which 

held back the lal: e to the north was very extensive blocking 

free drainage in the Tame, Anker and lower Soar valleys and 

it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the lake was 

ponded by ice containing both eastern and non-eastern material. 

Thus the boundary between the Bosworth Clay and the Cadeby 

Sand and Gravel, besides signifying; a change in depositional 

environment, shows' a switch from material which was probably 

derived from an eastern source (the upper part of the lake 

clry%) to outwish which i*i !; cr. tern Leicesters1iiro nt lca:, t, 

contained little eastern material. Once again it may be 

dangerous to adopt too literal an interpre. tntion of this 

apparent ciianUe in provenance but the possibility must i, c,. 
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acknowledged that unlike the outwash, the lake floor sediment 

may not have been derived from the adjacent ice-front. 

At the start of the ice readvance which deposited the 

Pennine and Chalky Tills, there is ample evidence to indicate 

that the ice sheet which framed Leicestershire to the north 

and east was already a compound one. The structure and macro- 

fabrics of the tills at Cadeby have been described above 

(5.3,5, L), and it is now possible to assess how far these 

sedimentological properties elucidate the nature of the 

advance and particularly the way in which material of diverse 

provenance can be incorporated in one composite till sheet. 

The Cadeby till sequence can be divided conveniently 

into three, parts: the Pennine and Chalky Tills with the inter- 

vening banded sequence. The absence of any structures within 

the Pennine Till and the consistent direction and strength of 

the macrofabrics have been taken as evidence of deposition by 

lodgement (5.4). Only a single occurrence suggests otherwise. 

On one face a layer of Fennine Till penetrates the underlying 

outwash sands. The sands partly enclose and have been 

deformed by this tongue of till which was probably emplaced 

as a flow when the till. was saturated with moisture. Follow- 

ing Boulton (1972), there seem to be three possibilities to 

be considered in the interpretation of the till sequence. 

The contrasting bands of the overlying series of banded tills 

are too delicate to have been deposited through basal lodge- 

rnent from discrete ice sheets alternately advancing and 

retreating. (Plate 6, rig 5.3). Secondly, if they are 

regarded as flow tills, the astonishing lateral persistence 

of br), ricls no thicl: er t1 nn 2cm would arrMne for an extreiiely 

fluid flow capable, of spreading out over a considerable area 

with little variation in thickness. Thirdly, however, 

C. cl: oo: ition L13 i, icit-out till fx'osn c. i;; l ciul c. c i ris bal. J;; 
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presents other problems. If each band of till represents a 

layer of material from one or more thrust planes, it is 

difficult to-envisage the ice containing so many planes with 

alternating debris types, although it is possible that the 

ice was advancing across a landscape where both these till 

lithologies were exposed and they could have been incorporated 

in the ice by basal freezing. Yet it is this explanation 

which seems the most probable to the author, for interpretation 

of the bands as flows deposited subaerially presupposes the 

existence of two discrete parent ice masses each acting as an 

alternate source of material. Such a circumstance may be 

plausible on a local scale to explain oneoccurrence but the 

banding has been detected at so many sites that a more general 

explanation seems necessary. 

The entire sequence of tills could be ascribed to one 

advance of chalk-rich ice which overrode a, series of Trias- 

derived deposits incorporating them as a basal layer which 

was subsequently deposited as the Pennine Till. Rice (1972, 

p. 70) for instance has argued that, "Trias-rich lenses in 

the Oadby till might be attributed to secondary derivation", 

and the exposures at Aston Firs, the A5070/1169 junction, 

indicate the power of the ice to pick up and incorporate 

diverse materials (Fig 6.3). In the case of the Pennine Till, 

however, difficulties attach to such an interpretation. 

Firstly, the Pennine Till is so. lithologically distinct from 

the Chalky Till that if in fact it were laid down under eastern 

ice a greater admixture of Jurassic and Cretaceous fragments 

might be expected. Secondly, at Cadeby the preferred orienta- 

t ioui vi' t; e Pe-)I L110, Till MCI. crofa1.11ri. cs indicate movement fror 

either the southeast (improbable) or the northwest which 

-would seem to preclude chalk-bearing ice. (It is of course 

possiblo that t;, ese fabrics have either been incorroc tly 
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interpreted or are not representative). Thirdly, a red till 

similar to the Pennine Till at Cadeby appears in the same 

stratigraphic position at Dunton Bassett well to the east 

near the Rhaetic outcrop. This easterly position effectively 

limits the amount of non-eastern material which a westward 

or southwestward moving ice sheet could assimilate, thus 

making the local red till an unlikely product of an advance 

from the east. It seems therefore, that the initial move- 

ment pf ice as it advanced over the sandur was from the 

north or northwestern sectors and that this was eventually 

overriden by chalk-rich ice producing a composite ice shoet, 

the deposits of which hint at a variety of depositional modes 

but which were ultimately characterised by the Chalky Till, 

for above the banded. tills there is no reversion to a Trias- 

rich till. 

The whole question of ice sheet provenance and the nature 

of the resultant tills needs re-examination. Rice (1972, 

p. 70) has concluded that, "no major discontinuity in sedi- 

mentation" exists between the Trias-rich and challcy tills in 

central Leicestershire. The evidence from the west of the 

county certainly confirms that they were the product of a 

single event and it seems that earlier schemes which linked 

each till lithology with a separate glacial advance can no 

longer be sustained. (Deeley, 1886; Fox-Strangways, 1903; West 

and Donner, 1956). Throughout the entire sequence of Pleisto- 

cene deposits-in Leicestershire which are almost certainly the 

product of only one glaciation (Rice, 1972, p"71), only in the 

basal sands and gravels have no Cretaceous materials been 

found and only in the uppermost part of the till complex (the 

Chalky Till of western Leicestershire, the Upper Oadby Till) 
u 

do Trias-rich deposits appear to be absent. Table 7.2 attempts 
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to summarise the evidence in Leicestershire regarding the 

ultimate provenance of the drift materials and shows that 

from the ice advance prior to the existence of Lake Harrison, 

during the ponding of the lake and during the readvance of 

the ice, the ice sheet was a composite one. 

7.3 

Two types of structure which involve the tills have been 

identified. The first is that described at Cadeby (4.1, 

5.3) which involves a rather angular folding of the tills and 

the underlying sands and gravels. The structure is poorly 

exposed but the fold axis trends from west to east and the 

northern limb of the flexure dips towards the north at 

approximately 25°. The feature is interpreted as the result 

of a disruption of the underlying beds by the p. tssate of ice. 

At Dunton Bassett in a pit working the same sand and gravel 

horizon as that at Cadeby, splendid examples of tlacio- 

tectonics have been exposed and the axes of the folds and 

thrust planes are similarly aligned from west to east, normal 

to the presumed direction of ice movement. 

In several places in ßße study area augering has been 

able to detect zones where the tills rest unconformably on 
nP 

older ' 
, 
}"f { beds often in gentle-sided channels which truncate 

the underlying drift., The channels are invariably filled 

with Chalky Till although some patches of Pennine Till have 

been encountered. in them. Spink (1964) has reported relative- 

ly narrow channels from the Leicestershire coalfield up to 

15r. ß (501't) deep and p1uý;;, ed with cLr11, y- tä. 11. The cuttinM 

of all these channels was probably accomplished by ice so 

that they were never open 'to the air. A comparable channel 
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has been exposed in the cutting of the M69 at Yennards Farm 

near Huncote (SP 505980) where the local till sequence, 

normally conformable onýthe basal sand and gravel, cuts across 

the bedding of the sands and brings till to unexpectedly low 

levels. It is perhaps surprising that these local unconform- 

ities are not more frequent and that the passing of the ice 

sheet was not associated with more localised erosion of the 

sandur surface. 

Associated with the Chalky Till is the Flinty Gravel 

which is regarded as the product of the final decay of the 

ice sheet and can be equated with the Dunsmorc Gravel which 

caps the succession near Rugby (Shotton, 1953). 
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Correlation and Chronology 
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The type sequence described in 6.1 is-used as the basis of 

the correlation presented here. The reconstruction of events 

discussed in the last two chapters has been-founded largely 

on the glacial stratigraphy of western Leicestershire which 

in turn has been matched with other areas within the compass 

of Lake Harrison. Although the model of events proposed 

differs from other interpretations, the correlation of the 

drifts is similar to that given by Shotton (1973A). It 

remains to justify the correlation of the west Lei, cestorshire 

sequence with that of Shotton (1953) and Rice (1963) and to 

evaluate the strength of other correlations (Table 8.1). 

The equivalence of the Cadeby Sand and Gravel and the 

Wolston Sand underpins the correlation between the northern 

part of Lake Harrison and the sequence exposed by the 

Warwickshire Avon. In both areas this horizon is readily 

mapped and the formation has been preserved over much of its 

original extent (Fig. 7.1). Having established this strati- 

graphic datum, the underlying and overlying clays in both 

areas can bQ matched. The co-extension of the underlying 

clays is proven by the 1169 bores (Fig 6.3) and thus the Dos- 

worth Clays and the Upper part of the Lower Wolston Clays can 

be correlated as can the Basal Till and the lower part of the 

Lower Wolston Clay. Similarly the Upper Wolston Clay And the 

Pennine and Chalky Tills can be regarded as approximate 

equivalents. 

Rice (1963) has presented strong arguments which link 

the Leicester succession with that near Coventry. There is 

a remarkable similarity oetween the basal sands and gravels 

of the two areas , lid their correi. etirýn seciiýs certýxin t. k; ý. 

An independent check establishes the relative equivalence of 

the Oadby Till with the Pennine and Chalky Tills end thus 
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with the Upper Wolston Clay. On the Beaumont Leys interfluve 

which separates the Rothley brook from the Soar valley, Oadby 

Till rests on patches of Wigston Sand and'Gravel. This till 

can be traced southwestwards beyond the western edge of Rice's 

map (Rice, '1968, fig 14) towards Leicester Forest ISast and 

Cross Lanes (S. K 506019) where the till overlies the sand and 

Gravel horizon which can be traced via Desford to the study 

area where it has been mapped as the Cadeby Sand and Gravel. 

Thus the correlation of the main formations in the triangle 

between Leicester, Coventry and Market Dosworth is firmly 

based. 

Away from the drift plug which carries the main English 

watershed across the line of the proto Soar valley, corrola- 

tion depends on the comparison of local sections and cannot 

be checked by establishing the continuity of beds as post- 

glacial dissection has destroyed much of the drift. Given 

the fact that till lithology does not discriminate reliably 

between the earlier and later ice advances and that ponding- 

undoubtedly took place on more than one occasion, comparison 

. of stratigraphies is fraught with potential difficulties. 

However, the similarity between sequences presented by. 

Bishop (1958) for the Itchen valley and Briggs (1973) for 

the Stour/Evenlode area with others in the Lake Harrison 

basin leads to the correlation presented in Table 8.1. 

The internal consistency of these correlations within 

the-Midlands cannot be extended outside the region with the 

same certainty, for as Wills observed as long ago as 1937, 

The weakest links in the chain of evidence are those that 

coliiOct the Midlands with other glaciated areas'". The 

classic Last Anglian succession has recently been the subject 

of renewed enquiry with the suggestion that the Chalky Doulder 

Clay which has traditionally been aivic; ed into the l. owestoi, t 
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(Anglian) and Gipping (STolstonian) may be the Product of only 

one glaciation. (Perrin et ale,. 1973; Bristow and Cox, 1973). 

If this view is accepted on straygraphic grounds, then the 

palaeobotanic evidence is difficult to resolve. At the type 

site of Hoxne, the interglacial deposits overlie Chalky 

Boulder Clay, whereas in the West Midlands at Quinton and 

Nechells, tills which can be linked stratigraphically with 

the chalky tills of Warwickshire and Leicestershire overlie 

deposits of Hoxnian age (Kelly, 1964). Yet if tho. Chalky 

Boulder Clay at Hoxne is regarded as Anglian, there is by 

implication a boundary, as yet unspecified, which represents 

an interglacial somewhere between the Chalky Boulder Clay of 

East Anglia and that of the Midlands. This viewpoint is in 

seeming contradition to the conclusion-that, "the remarkable 

constancy of composition of its (the Chalky boulder Clay) 

matrix over a considerable area makes it difficult to believe 

that the Chalky Boulder Clay could be the product of more 

than one glaciation. " (Perrin et al., 1973, p. 102). Given 

the variance of these interpretations, no attempt has been 

made to relate the deposits of Leicestershire with those of 

East Anglia. 

8.2 

To correlate the Leicestershire sequence with those of 

Shotton is to regard them as Wolstonian. Rice (1972) is 

emphatic that the central Leicestershire sequence is the 

product of one glaciation, similarly no major time breaks 

have teen recognised in the west J icester. lhire type sequence 

which must be regarded as the result of one cold period. 

Absolute dates are not nearly so firmly based for the 

Wolstonian stage as for the majority of the l: ovensian. 
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Furthermore, the absence of interstadial deposits comparable 

to those which sub-divide the Devensian still further weakens 

the chronological framework within which the Wolstonian events 

described in this research can be placed. 

Despite the unorthodox claims of-Page (1972) for a much 

younger date for post-11oxnian deposits (Shotton, 197313), the 

overwhelming balance of opinion puts a date for the close of 

the Woistonian glacial in the range 100,000 to 120,000 years 

BP. (see for instance, West, 1968; Coope, 1975). - Thus it 

is not possible to date the Wolstonian deposits of Leicester- 

shire any more precisely than in the glacial which ended 

about 100,000 years BP. Shotton (1973A, p. ii) has suggested 

that the Wolstonian type site contains stratigraphical units 

which cover the cycle from cold protoglacial (the Ilaginton- 

Lillington Gravel) through full glacial to a period of ice 

retreat (the Dunsmore Gravel). Yet because this sequence and 

its northern equivalent in Leicestershire are bounded by 

erosional unconformities and contain remarkably few biogenic 

deposits, the Wolstonian stadial to which they relate cannot 

be inferred. The absence of plant or animal remains "frorm any 

of the Stillwater deposits which have been ascribed to Lake 

Harrison permits the conclusion that only a minimal ameliora- 

tion in climate would have been sufficient to cause the ice 

sheets to retreat from the maximum of the Basal Till advance 

to a position near Leicester. Indeed the very necessity of 

ice. blocks around the lake argues that the climate was always 

that of a full glacial. 

The only evidence which might hint at the duration of 

ponding conditions in west Leicestershire is that provided by 

couplets of clay and coarse silt recovered from a bucket 

auger bore near Kingshi. 11 (3.2) If these are rep"arded as 
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annual varves and the assumption is made that their rate of 

accumulation is representative of the Bosworth Clay as a 

whole, then their average frequency which is of the order of 

5 per cm gives a period of 25,000 years for the deposition 

of 50m-of lake deposits. This seems an almost improbably 

long time during which the ice-blocks must have rem&ined 

almost stationary and it may be that the interpretation of 

these couplets as true annual varves is not valid, for in 

many instances microvarves have been shown to have `doubtful 

significance as they have no annual implications (Duff, 

Ballar and Walton, 1967). 



9. 
Postscript 
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The landforms of western Leicestershire are subtle rather 

than spectacular. They have not attracted the attention of 

geoiziorpholoC, ists to the same extenit as the more distinctive 

landscapes of the Jurassic scarplands or Charnwood Forest. 

That the geometry of the present land surface is radically 

different from that which existed at the beginning of the 

Wolstonian will have been evident from the discussion of the 

sub-drift surface (Chapter 2). Shotton (1953) pointed to the 

Market Bosworth area as an example of how the present drainage 

cuts across the preglacial Hinckley valley. Thus the geomor- 

pholo_, ical evolution of western Leicestershire can only be 

explained with reference to the Pleistocene geology. 

Dury (1972), by extending- the tradional meaning of the 

word pediment to include slopes which contained no pediment 

angle, showed that such a form was characteristic of profiles 

from the English Midlands. The important-elements of these 

profiles were constant slopes frequently developed on or below 

relatively competent beds and above degradational slopes (tlhe 

'pediments'), cut across rock and decreasing, in gradient in an 

orderly fashion in a downslope direction. Evidence that soil 

creep is an ongoing process and that rock waste is moving down 

the 'pediment' led Dury to suggest that the slopes are still 

evolving. In the Edge Hill profile, where the slope is cut 

across the 1lolstonian deposits, Dury (1972, p. 148) claimed 

that "the Lake Harrison fill is being cleared by a process of 

pedimentation. " Furthermore, one of the lower constant slopes 

on the Edge Hill profile was regarded as appearing to 

"represent an evolved form of the cliff that once stood at the 

+. a1: e :, ar. risoni. f, 

any slopes in the western Leicestershire study area 

were measured with an Abney level during the field'mapping of 
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the Pleistocene sequence and several associations of slope 

elements similar to those recorded by Bury. (1972) were 

noted. In the majority of cases the constant slope element 

was rather short and graded into the lower concave slopes, 

there being no perceptible break (Plate 1). With few excep- 

tions, the steepest slope elements were related to structural 

features, usually the outcrop of the Cadeby Sand and Gravel 

or to coarser horizons of sand within the glacio-lacustrine 

sequence. With such a strong relationship exhibited between 

structure and morphology, the use of such terms as 'pedimont' 

and 'pedimentation' seems both undesirable and potentially 

misleading. However, Dury's findings that slope development 

processes are continuing to the present day are supported by 

evidence from the study area. An outlier of Cadeby Sand and 

Gravel caps the eminence of Ambion Hill. Field boundaries 

consisting of thick hedgerows at the lower edge of the uppor- 

most (convex) slope element show that they are acting as 

barriers to the downslope creep of waste: the regolith being 

much thicker on the upslope side than the downslope. As 

V7 

enclosure took place in Tudor times, the difference'in regolith 'I 

thicknesses can be attributed to contemporary processes. 

Indeed, adjacent slopes where no similar barriers impede the 

removal of waste have a smoother profile. 

That a large part of the fill of Lake Harrison and the 

other Wolstonian deposits have been removed by dissection is 

evident from the outcrop pattern of the drift formations. 
01 

Large inliers of bedrock south of Market Bosworth and Sutton 

Cheney are surrounded by the outcrops of Basal-Till and 

Bosworth Clay suggestive of a once continuous spread of drift 

whose preservation or erosion has been largely a function of 

distance from stream channels. Thus the most complete record 
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of drifts coincides with the. present watershed between the 

Anker and Soar basins, although drift thickness relates to 

the intersection of the sub-drift and coritämporary land sur- 

faces (fig 2.3). The remnants of the Cadeby sandur (fig 7.1) 

are indicative of those areas of higher ¬, round which have 

survived dissection. The chronology of this postglacial 

evolution must remain rather vague within western Leicester- 

shire. Unlike the Avon and Soar valleys considered by 

Shotton (1953) and Rice (1963) respectively, the record of 

river terraces in western Leicestershire is meagre. Within 

the study area, the Sence and Sence brook attain no great 

size and only one low terrace above the floodplai. n has been 

mapped by the author. Further westwards near Sheopy Parva, 

it is possible to recognize two terraces and the Anker below 

Atherstone has terrace remnants at more than one level. 

The pattern of postglacial landform development is an 

extraordinarily complex one which has resulted in some 

seeming anomalies which are difficult to reconcile. At the 

village of Croft, southwest of Leicester, IUice (pers. comm. 

. has noted that the Soar has cut a steep-sided slot into the 

outcrop of the dioritic intrusion. It would appear that the 

gorge is the product of superimposition from a drift cover 

which must have extended across the area and that'"the Soar 

has made an incision of at least 10m into extremely resistant 

bedrock since the Wolstonian. Similarly, in Chornwood Forest, 

Tridger (1971) has'recorded several examples of streams which 

cut across rocks of the Precambrian basement the courses of 

which seem explicable only in terms of superimposition from a 

(,: L'il't cover. At the oc, cr e: ctrer.: e, the nre. servsý. ticýiz Of 

relatively delicate features argues that elsewhere in the 

Midlands postg; lacial erosion has. been almost nil. Most 
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notably, the Lake Harrison bench recognized by Dury (1951) has 

remained remarkably intact (fig 6.2). An erosional feature, 

frequently cut across soft clays, the bench can still be traced 

over much of its length and on slopes immediately adjacent to 

those more recently recognized by Dur; (1972) to be undergoing 

'pedimentation'. On the surveyed profile at Edge Hill, Dury 

showed that a constant slope was cut across periglacial head 

referrable to the Devensian and acknowledged that not only did 

the slope undergo, solifluction during the last Glaciation but 

slope development has proceded subsequent to periglaciation. 

Within the study area, even allowing for the effect of 

compaction, the streams have incised by as much as 50m into 

the inferred surface represented by an extrapolation of the 

Chalky Till and Flinty Gravel horizons. A large proportion 

of this dissection may have taken place immediately upon the 

withdrawal of the ice from the area. The lrtr ;e volumes of 

water supplied by the melting of stagnant ice would have been 

particularly efficaceous in this respect (Rice, 1972). 

The lack of glacial drift in the Anker valley frustrates 

attempts to reconstruct the sub-drift surface there, but 

beyond the western flanks of the Hinckley valley, the Anker 

may be a survival of the preclacial pattern of drainage, 

following the eastern edge of the Ilartshill range, an area 

that may never have belonged to the proto-Soar catchment. 

Tue upper courses of the. Sence and other right bank tribu- 

taries of the Anker are entirely postglacial streams trending 

at right angles to the line of the I; inckley valley. 
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Mention has already been made that the Cadeby Sand and Gravel 

is a scarp former. Above the steeper slopes developed at the 

edge of this formation, the interfiuve crests are often f1t. it- 

topped, especially where -the overlying till cover has been 

stripred. Striking examples of these plateaux occur at New- 

bold Verdon and at Kirkby Lodge. Below the outcrops of sands 

and ; ravels, aprons of colluvial material mantle the slopes 

in many places thickening to well over a metre downslope. 

Active mass movement is evidenced by fresh slump scars and 

rotational slips involving sands and gravel (plnte 4). The 

toes of these slipped º^asses extend downslope into the spreads 

of colluvial material consisting of a melange of sandy wash 

and clay. 

Qualitative assessment of valley side slopes would 

indicate that the north and northwest facing slopes tend to 

be rather steeper than those with a southerly or southeasterly 

aspect. The relationship is well shown by the tributary of 

the Sence which has cut through the drifts between Nailstone 

and Barlestone. On the northwest facing slopes the Cadeby 

Sand and Gravel {rives rise to a prominent scarp with. slope 

facets of up to 12 decrees, whereas on the opposite slopes 

the same horizon has not produced any notable features and 

the gentle slopes of 2-4 degrees are mantled with a thick 

spread of sandy colluvium. Although both slopes are clearly 

still evolving, the valley asymmetry may be an inheritance 

from periglacial conditions when aspect exerted an important 

control on solifluction. The extent to which the. sprends of 

co]1uvium are remnants of n once more continuous mnnt]. e of 

licad must rernw: in a proACri. 

Sliotton (1968) in the Avon valley and Morgan (1973) for 

the area between Wolverhampton and Stafford have recognized 
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several phases during the Devensian when ice wedges were 

developing and cryoturbation took place. Within western 

Leicestershire pockets of sand are relatively frequent and 

139 

at Cadeby most faces of the sand and gavel pit show that the 

upper layers of till have been disturbed (fig 4.2). One face 

showed a particularly fine series of involutions which havo 

developed to a maximum depth of 2.5m below the present Ground 

surface (fig 9.1) . The base of the involutions coincides 

with a layer of fine sand which separates the Chalky and 

banded tills from the Pennine Till, the latter boing almost 

unaffected by the disturbances. Decalcified Chalky Till has 

been'drawn up in a series of plumes around "frost kettles" 

which contain well-sorted but unbedded sands. The junction 

between sand and till is sharp and the relationship suggests 

that a layer of sand has been involuted into the till. The 

Flinty Gravel which caps the till succession locally contains 

some sand and could be a possible source of the filling in tho 

involution cores (frost kettles) but as these and similar 

pockets of sand seem to be related to the present land surface 

rather than to any 'sub-Flinty Gravel' plano,, another source 

is indicated. Perrin et al. (1971E) show from an examination 

of surface soil texture in eastern and southern Britain that 

a province of cover sands once extended over much of East 

Anglia and the East Midlands, possibly as an extension of the 

belt of cover sands in the Netherlands and Belgium (although 

the validity of this stratigraphical correlation has not boon 

demonstrated). Such a sheet of aeolian deposits would 

provide the material which was subsequently incorporated 

in the involutions and thus the period of aeolian deposition 

must have preceded the periglacial disturbance. In the 

absence of any direct dating evidence for the period or 
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periods. of periglacial activity, it can only be contended 

that a Devensian date seems certain as the involutions are 

related to the r)resent land surface rather than any 

Wolstonian one. 
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APPENDIX z 

The listings which follow are for the programs used in the 

till macrofabric analysis presented in this volume. They 

have been slightly modified from the listings provided by 

the programs' authors and both run on the Leicester 

University Cyber. 
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APPENDIX 3 

Significance of the largest and smallest (S1, S3) 

elgenvalues for till macrofabric samples 1-11. 

1 
2 
3 
14 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 

N= 25 N= 20 N= 15 

S1, s3 si s3 Si S3 

aýx Key: 

* 99% 
951, 

ac ýc x aý ýc 90` 

Explanation 

In order to test the effect of the pebble a/b exis ratio 
on the strength of the preferred orientation, the Ginnifi- 
cance of the eigenvector statistics were caluculated"aftor 
removing from each sample five pebble's with the lowest a/b 
ratios to give a sample of 20 end subsequently a furtl-, er 
five pebbles to give a sample of 15. The percer: tage points 
for the significance levels were adjusted for the resulting 
smaller sample size 1973,1974; Anderson and 
Stevens, 1971). The original sample statistics (N = 25) 
from Table 5.4 appear in the first column for comnnrison. 
The significance : ensured here is whether the preferred 
orientation (largest eipenvector) and pole to the preferred 
plane (smallest eigenvector) are significantly different 
from the values expected for a random sample drawn from a 
uniform population. 

The results suggest that the exclusion of those pebhblon 
with the poorest a/b ratios (usually less than 3: 2) dots not 
materially affect the strength of the eigenvectors as given 
by the measure of significance. (See page 70). 
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APPENDIX ý+ 

Addendum 

Whilst this thesis was in the 

borrow pit was excavated near 

course of the construction of 

in the pit'not only provided 

material in the area but also 

presented in this research. 

final stages of completion, a 
Aston Flamville during the 
the 1,169 motorway. The sections 

the best exposures of lacustrino 

corroborated much of the analysis 

The deepest part of the pit had been excavated some 10m 

below ground level. Two distinct lithologies were revealed: 

a series of brown, laminated silts and clays resting on a 

till. The silts and clays contained isolated bands of sand. 

The laminations were best developed in the brown silts and on 

a small scale showed a number of slump structures. This 

lacustrine sequence contained discrete, but not infrequent 

very small inclusions of a reddish till probably dropped from 

floating bergs. The underlying till had a reddish-brown 

matrix and contained no Jurassic or Cretaceous erratics. The 

junction between the till and the lake clays was a sharp, near 

horizontal one, but interfingering of the till and bedded 

material convincingly demonstrated that no length of time 

elapsed between the deposition of the two, i. e. the lake Was 

established on the withdrawal/stagnation of the ice which 

was responsible for the till (see 6.2). 

Comparison of this section with the borehole evidence 

from the motorway and the correlations between that and the 

study area leave no room for doubt that the laminated silts 

and clays are the equivalent of the Bosworth Clay and the 

till, the equivalent of the Basal Till. 
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PLATE 1 

Looking northwards towards Market Bosworth church from 

Ambion Hill. The steeper slopes in the foreground have been 

developed below a capping of Cadeby Gravel. Bosworth Clays 

outcrop on the lower slopes although stream incision has 

exposed an inlier of IKeuper Marl in the centre of the valley. 
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PLATE 2 

Wollsborough Hill from Fingshill Spinnoy, Coton. The rising 

ground in the distance is capped by Cadoby Sand and Grave]. 

which overlies the less competent Eoswort}i Clay. A buroholo 

sunk in tie field in the fore rround rocorcled over )Or' of 

drift. 
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PLAT' 3 

Calcreted gravels, Cadeby. Parts of tnc Cadeby Gravel L. z; ve 

been cet'ented with a calcareous cement probat ly derived 

t}hour'Th the lenc11ir. s of' the overivrir ' Clalh-y Till. 1 1oc'.: F. 

such as these represent a }inz ird to the quarryin r operation. 
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FF'1. ATr. 4 

r vet sc trý_ý, : 'or'.. E t Poýiýort3;. Tlie outcrop of t!: e Cadoby 

Sand aiýc; Gravel Inas given rise to sli htly Fteeper slopes. 

1_ 1' )1 'U 1'. l.. l 

horizon. 
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FL:, TI: 5 

Ice-wedge cast , 3. uncote. The growth of t. e ice-sac c1; e was 

contFrn: orýýneou with t, l:. e deposition: of t'ýie cro s-T., edc'ed 

sands (synVerietic) 
. 

Tree sands belon;; to the Thurni stun 

: ice' '1t. i 1.. 
_ wive sE°ii ! i,., c es 

is correlated with the fasal Till of west Leicestershire. 
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FLAT'; 6 

Banded tills, Cadeby. The alternating light (Chalky) and 

dark (Pennine) bands of till dip gently to t: ie rt r;?, t of tL 

photograph (north). fach band reveals d i. - I ii ct: w,, tri_r t";, i-: 

and ht erratic conto� . 
t. ý-ote týý;, t, a smnl ] i'<, L l runs -. an 

angle to, - aarc? s the bottom left from the junction of hnrri per 

and haft, throwing tie uaný_s some 2c:: H (_ov; iiwarus to tiie 
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FLATD 7 

The till sequence fct Cýedebv. The top of the C! cieby Gravel 

is exposed in the bottom centre of the nhotor, r. anb. It is 

overlain by almost a metre of Pennine Till, then the banded 

cc 

upper part of the exposure consists of Chalky Till showing, 

-oi: ie weat;. erecl Joir: t fc ces iic, -r the st-rfcýce. 
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